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ERODED BY THE SKEENA 
Industrial park,a wash 
By BRIAN GREGG been lost b~cause the Fish residents about open ditches told the ~ people. , present preference is to put no plans to pa, 
Herald Staff Writer and Wildlife branch did not along Keith Ave. te Frank Robertson" saicl the bulk plants on the site between Bra 
:allow him to complete the St. Chuck Gale, municipal developers will pave Fr.an.k because the CNR Ires said Kenney St. thi 
engineer, said the ditches St. from Keith Ave. to High. the~ will ahve to move from ' 
will only be  two-and-a-bail way 16 and Keith Ave. from then' present locations very There are al 
feet deep at the most and he Frank St. to Braun St. soon. ' puta culvert is 
did not consider the depth to before December 31, 1979. Council heard a complaint of Frank St. 
He said part of Braun St. from one Keith Ave. put in by Fran 
from Keith Ave. to Highway resident who said the While it was in 
condit'on of the street has some of the re 
near it felt it w~ 
, Terrace industrial park is job." 
"no doubt in danger of river , He said he put wrecked 
erosion in a |ew short cars into the bahk to protect 
'years," Ted Hidber, a the river side land from 
property owner across from erosion but after the branch be a hazard. 
the park site on Keith Ave. stopped him, the first flood Speaking for the land 
told.- Terrace District ~ot m behind the cars and developer, Dec Robertsan, a 
Council last night during a ~egan eroding ~the hank lawyer, said the ditches will 
special hearing, again, be shallow because them 
• Hidher says he has spant The hearing on the in- willonlybe pavement on the 
$25,000 protecting his dustrialpark also brought to parking lot. "Most of the 
property against" river council's attention a number water will seep through the 
erosion and.his efforts have of complaints from area gravel into the ground," he 
gotten "or~c since the in. 
creased traffic of B.C .  
~ dro trucks and B.C. Tel ve been introduced and he 
suggested it was Ume to 
pave the street, There a~, 
m m ~ m m m  
16 will also be paved. .  
He said if the Highway 
was rerouted down Keith 
Ave, to Braun St, or to 
Frank St. there would be a 
cluste~ of gas stations on the 
industrial park. He said the 
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N w railway blueprint 
! 
i 
2,.000 track milos 
to be abandoned 
Jack Cressey 
MOVING OiL 
SASKATOON (CP) -- report abled in Parliament i 
Radical changes designed to by Transport Minister Otto 
shunt the Prairie grain- tang, said the Prairie Rail ' 
handlin~ and transportation Authority should manage 
system •to  the 21st century, the 4,509 miles made up of I '! 
including creation of a the 2,344 miles and the 2,165 
Prairie rail authority and an miles slated for gradual "i 
Arctic railway, were return- abandonment. 
mended Monday by the Hall "This new bod~., in- 
commission, dependent of the railways, ! 
The commission, in a 545-. appointed and funded by the ! 
page report which f~eral  government, .would ! 
culminated two years of have complete jurisdiction .! 
work, urged greater em- to manage the lines and I 
phasis on railways in the keep ,them in, a sufficient 
north, retention of the con- sta~e of repair and in 
troversial Cr0wsnest or operation for as long as they 
statutory rates for tran-" --~ed" 8re  neeQ . • 
sporting rain and retention The authority would have 




• .ON BOARD THE PRINCESS PATRICIA- The 
proiecf manager for the proposed Kifimat to 
Edmonton oil pipeline said ~onday the 
American oil companies backing the con- 
troversial proposal really don't care which of the 
three proposed methods of moving crude oil to  
the United States goes ahead. 
Jack Cressey made his remarks in an in- 
terview aboard this crurse ship off the coast of 
British Columbia. A five-day convention of 
northern B.C. municipal officials is meeting 
aboard the ship while it cruises along the coast. .  
Cressey said his prolect's sponsors ate chiefly, 
concerned with develol)lna,~111~ J'~ll/~Xl of 
moving Alaskan crudeoll, d0eto come onstream 
this summer, to oil-short midwest U.S. 
refineries. 
The Kit imat line would move the oil to Ed- 
monton and then south to .American refineries. A 
proposal put forward by Trans Mountain 
Pipeline CO. "Ltd. of Vancouver would use 
existing Trans Mountain lines to ship the oil from 
? 
,.I 
units in communities where Western ' Canada at~ a Washington State tanker terminal to Ed- 
raft lines are r ip~u l~on directly accessible ~to ~ -. 
abafidbnme~tf?,- ..... ~ ~~~"~'! .....p~educers-affected by thb:" ' monton~,. . . . . .  -=: . . . . . . . . . .  
The five;member com- operation .of these lines." A third pro[ect, based entirely in the 0.S. 
mission, appointed in April, It should be a Crown• would build a new llne east from a Washington 
1975, was charged with eorp0ratton "chartered state terminal. 
deciding the fate of 6,284 effective no later than Jan. Cressey said the firms backing his company's 
miles of Prairie rail lines 1,1978, with headquerters in proposal favour a Canadian route because it 
whose future had been fro- the West." would be cheaper than competing proposals. 
zen by Ottawa to June 30 of The authority would this ,,ear. The federal -^- , -~ ,  ,.~=, ~,o ,.oawa~,s The original Kiflmat proposal called for . 
TERRACE SILLY COUNCIL- Some have dubbed Lion's Celehrity Night and" for the benefit of the ~ove~ment previously had ;'~)e"~o~';a~t~.enan'='ee o .n ~eP~nrat~:k:rr°~:::hr:~dg: DiaXn°nn.eEn~;a~)ce~:d 
the Princess Patriela cruise vessel after the famous Salvation Army. In a humourous kit about the -aesignated 12,413 nines ot rail lines ann for truck . ~ . . . . . . .  
movie,. "Ship of Fools." Well, determined to show problems Terrace Dls t~ict Council encounters ("Oh, trace as a basic network service as a substitute after Channel and .the apprdacnes mp,  mmm. ~ 
they would not be outd0ne by their sea-going council do we have problems? ), aldermen (from left to protected from abandon- abandonment where an off- Captain A.H. Stephen, a former supertanker -~. 
colleagues, the team left at home-put on their own right) Jack Talstra, Vie Jollffe, Dave Maroney, and m~inta~Oed~l~ Y rmm~e~.Hall, ine elevator is continued in captain and a consultant o Kltlmat Pipeline "~ 
display of foolery, to the defig t of the audience at the Helmut Giesbrecht delighted ull. ~ : . Y . . . . . . .  operation.. . . . . . .  travelling on the cruise, said federal changes in. .~ 
- . ~°u~rmer e ~teeof  ~anadn~ comThei~onnner~n~en~ne~ that  route will requ i re  very  expensive 
........ : . : i  . UFAWU C L ~ E ~  the commission urge¢[ such a facility at Fisher navigational aids. . 
• ' .... - • . • @ , ,  ' gradual abandonment of Branch, Man., --initially Federal exports have sald the tankers should 
m : .... V ~ ~ ~ =  m. kmm B. m~ ~mmm,.  UXL 'Sg~F~ 2.1=milesof~a~rem--wouldses~ain~spor~d appr=ch Douglas Channel from the west of the )i 
es to me ear , m u m  • n ,  m m e • m I m m ,m • • m v • vw l J  branch li.n....: .. Y._4 to main-line elevators by, Queen Charlotte Islands and enter the channel 
• .- ~ o 1981. Of that nmeage, .~ commercial truck at no from the south. '.~ 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The. council has recommended standing order prohibiting Way sockeye will be caught have not been uses ourmg additional cost to the far- ~ 
Unitet~ Fishermen and experimental nett.ing, of the netting o t .  sat•on outside the territory the  last two year.s: '. . .  mers. , :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Allied Workers Union nan saimon on the high seas, but beyond the snoreli.ne because they don't go that Anotherl,81.Smil.es.ano~. . . . . . . .  , . _  '" 
charged the United States. , the recommendation . . . .  is not territory covered b me far south, be added to me oastc, he. - I~IM,,,. --'---K! I l l  
with violating its fishing law yet, he stud. . commlssmn. He sm~ they Houston emphasized that .work and .the. r.emamml~ _ ~,n_  . _ 
agreements and the federal Hourston said approp.riate have been reminded that he wouldn't want to see a .2,344 miles snoula ne plac .~l _ • _ •__  • . . . . .  . x 
~ene~:t~d~ha/a~fi~hgert  U l~in~ffici~st a~Vein~ee~ cnYmfmi?ss~oant, sar~e~k~on~n~e s~r & ~hic~ghwa~e~Sha2~ U the;ritythe new rad • r r o v m n c | a |  copmouT 
~t~ts  during the currant would he a violation of a divisible. " out ~'1957. Hewlson said Theconzmissioner.sa.dd.ed , ,  - I  = 8 ,w_  
transition to -the 200-mile Pacific Salmon Commission He also said there is no fishermen are angry at the that contrary to what me ~ ~ ~ ~ m, ~ ~V~ = ~ ~ mt  ~ ~ Se  
fishing zone. . _ _  _ 'Canadian government's_ MacPherson royal corn- ~ ~LP~ | ~ • i1~ | m | | ~ q~ [~[F ~ ~ 
George ,ewmon, union D/~i | / |  ~'rT~ ~ ~ | I ~  faf luretotakea firm stand mission on ~ansportation - -  . .. 
socreta~-tr~s~or, .. sa~ nv~m~=. .kmSh ew • • ,mm--~ ' Earlier this month, in  said in 1961 "'the .develOp- 'KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP) -- residential, development problem.~ in me o~ner areas 
Stmdaythemtoscpropmm.m S&ll BB l l  I I P~I I~U I I I~Y~D|A  what Hewison called ment era of railway con- A provincial government was . . . s ty•tea  . . oy of the c~tyL . . . .  , - -  __..,.~ 
a recommen.~uon y me | |M r~[ l [ ,~ J [ ,p |o r~ v |~, , , |~ ,w lfli|~,,~ another violation of the strut,ion in , :anna is not ac "copout" is resulting in a $1 urocatenurst mumczpaz ~.ezore ).he cu,..,m ~%=.u • 
U.S. .Pacme. ttegiona! ' interim agreement made an end" It recommended million lawsuit against he council in 1972, Latta said. make a zina~ uecision, me 
Fisnerzes ..Management VICTORIA (CP) -- sent-run lotteries while between U S and Canada in building 22 miles of new city of Kamloona, Mayor The presentcity is named New Democratic Par ty  
Council ~.auow tour .~)n.us Progressive Conservative opposing a casino. March afar  both imposed railway track and suggested ~e Latin Sal¢~ Monday in the suit because it took government introduced 
.M. Ju.an de.e'uca.~zralz in- leader Scott. Wallace .sa!d "There are fewer subjects 200-mile imit, the U.S. cur- aneventual A£,.ctie~e~f 916 . Nu-West Deyelopment ov_er,BarmOck~ehn.Ur~tait~aasl~d 3. flmaO~ePl~inJ~og~atni~no~Vb~he 
• m.a.na.t.o~!mno,utsmeme_~:~ .Mond.aytimtx~ewomodKem when even governmentsta i led  and remove(] ..mil~.t0.muv.~x,~.w,x.,u- , . to . .o r  ualJgar.y is mnus§u~m__^.,..__^ ~.^..~ ~,- . . . . .  on R~"e nronm'tv 
sue  ,m~ unoor.mS, ~ua see me uricisn ~ommoia nractise hypocrisy with Canadian troll fishermen me ~ac~erme .vesta. ..  preceadingwimmemwsu~t uu~ ,.~.~ p~-uw.~ .y~.~to p,.,=,,:_. ~ ,- ,----, 
• gil~etttng regmau0ns, government s udy the idea ~uc~ flare as on the issue of from the Washington coast. The co•s is•on,  in me becauseits Cinnamon Ridge overau responsL~zL~ty =mpossm~e. . . . . . . . .  ' 
He Said the . move of operating a gambling oambino" Wallace sa id  " ' because it forces me in its rows•t, .~u-west 
"violates ust about every, casino here ,~ho ~, '~t inn  thnt thn ~M/I  i~n@ IAMI~)UR~) ' amalgamation, named city of Ka .mioops, u~. J " • . . . . . .  =o . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-T - - -  ' " n ic i "  a~; t  o t  n and treat we m u p Y eonventio ,, Y Speaking to a serwce club , government should exnlore . _ , _ .  s • The nrovlncml govern- _ _ _ .. . . . . . . . .  , .__,  
ba.v.ew.ith~eU~S.' . . . .  ,._, luncheon, Wallace said. a ~'i~e possibility ~ of le~,~,~l [~ ~ 4~ # h ~  n ~ l l g  ment fa~ied to "recognize its ~r~/ '~rS~hom~:s~nm~ 
..~ewmon~s,o, cn~syuum~ government-,run operauon esthblishing a gambling mOm~s=~ _~lv  m v =a,~ mwv, . -  responsibility" toarrange a :'~:~'~.onro~Raw~da 
~tvlolat~me spzn¢aa.um~ "coula ~e as tree from casino in Victoria wftl llkel - -  . . . .  land swa or some user ...... .-:.---o . . . .  International o as=hun the wife mmntamedillegal b nk P Until two weeks ago, intent of the Maf ia  infiltration as incite the g,...nto~t a~l~.  TEL  AVIV (AP) --  The main pp "" , . . . . . . . . .  velo~er counts abroad oeal to sausty me oe p Pacific Salmon,, ~Fisheries provincial lotteries,, have rz' hteous znd~g" "':'n]:tro"~na z n Israelis choose a new right-wing Likud bloc, also act! _ . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ . .  t ~o io~ =,;t he Latta said, the city was 
Commission under which roved to be g narliament oday in an anveared to he slipping The ,robin case ano user  ~ "" hopeful the province would 
the Fraser River Sockeye p Wallace said after .his cma~S~etffm?°ttera~s. ' of our  ~iectioninwhichcbrruption s~i~htiy from !ts 39 sea~, stand,s:  the county'.s3 ~ sa~'weirs, manager of Nu. arrange.a land .swap. with 
and pink salmon rum are m speech that he expected,, to ,,Yet, at the same time, and inflation have dust- with many votes going m percent zmtauon anumuyr ,,,^ .,,~,vc=, o ,~,,,.we~'~--' . . . .  . . .~-onch, Nu-west, wmcn sam zt 
be split 50-50 be,W sen Ca- receive some tut'tutting,, we find" the government hated the olitical campaign, splinter pa~ties, unreStoil have taken men ,,ec,nen "~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  zwonu~y ~u s_^cif..~ • would be ~atisfied with such 
not s i ht m the cam an arran ement, but nadian and U.S. fishermen, from some people but he . alan wi~ the country s But even ff Likud does sp . .~  ." . . paig . ~. . . . . . . . .  ~. ,;= corn-any g 
• The effect w~.be to allow was convinced his sup~rt rSP;;ndumgdv g°~nern~n ~ 'trad~tionalkey issue, the 30- gain, it holds a ~ce .  to  uuc .me. ~.slc CLU~don _, as .'~,~^:T~"~"-eek~n~ in" th~ ' : severa l  (government) 
Indians to  catcl~ .a. large for the casino was souno., blatan~efas .ertis g . s year-old Arab-Israel i  oust the Labor ~ocmnsm usual., }s t.ne. ~mme ~.~c ~,, '~., -~ ~ o departments coumn t come ,, hlon the winners ,= ,o , ,  ,, 
portion of the snoou.nd It has been confirmeu of -rovincial otteries" ~iispute. , who have governed Ifrael co  nl l lC~ an.a now to .en.a zt: . . . ~ to terms. . 
salmon heading, for tn.e that, years, after its con- v " . Opinion polls forecast the for 29 years. It all depenus Tne ~anor pa. rty Pttue~ree~ He" said Nu-West na~. 
annual Fraser .tuner socK- ception, the ~otterzes system . He said that. the g.overn-, governmg' Labor party on what . . . . .  sort of goveruin anew to traae ap u ,  invested more than ~t ~ _ ~  . . . . .  . . . . .  
eye run before zther U,S. or shows no signs of bein~ mentcontrolled casmo m might loseup to 20 per cent coalition wo~d be form~ .Ar. abland forpeace anger mflhon m Cmnamon Ridge 
Canadian fishermen ave a infiltrated by  organizes Monaco had operateu of its dominant share of me after the eloouon, u.a. memuuu., before its canceuacion, e ,~,__LL__. 
chance at them, he...eaid, crime," he said. "Soitcoul d without infi ltration by vote In the last election in About 2.2 million Israelis ~Ukud cont.inued to con- wants to recoup its losses, vv~uuumvm. . 
Hewern.edthis.wulme.an be W!th. a i~overnment- Organized crime for 100 1973~Lahorwo.n51o!.the120 ~e.eltgible to. vote for any cancr..a_~,an oomes~^w_o~_ Nu-West was__p!a~in~ a . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  
a bigger anare wlu go to me operatea.cas~.no, st ricuy, years .  . . . .  .. seats in the ~,nesset omme2Sfacuonsrunningin ,~e ~m~.~j ~,,~ ~. , , -~  200-acre  re~?u~- , ,? ;  ~,,onuay: ms . : so  ,.ow:,a 
U.S. . . . . .  supervise cl ann. con.wouea Wallace sam me gamozers' (parliament).. . .. the el~ti.on. - - - ~el~ate~ith n L~ho~'~de~ development an o t~aro ~ _~ ; . . . . . . . . .  
Rod Hours,on, direc~r.ox just as muerms, norse- at,rattan to such_ a cnsmo The Arao quesuon Troumesome to t,a?or u~=_^. Oeres on Sunda- option on a xuruzc roeay s premcuons: mgn: 
.intergovernm.an~l .auatrs racing and liquor dis- would also spend a great remains an explosive issue supporters was the .=::-'.': ": . . . . .  ~_, acres . . . . .  18-20 Low: 
"of the feder~ fisnerte.s an.o tribution are controlled d~al of money .m the cit.y and many Israelis feared a resignation last mon.th, of .L~Ua^t~yer ~enraenf~aln~ The land is.low-!ymg, aria . • ; 
marine service, sale, me today." " itself and ma~e Victerm Labor setback would.l.eave former premier Yitznak ~,~..~.,,~,~u~,,'~H~r th,, the. BrocKelnurst .corunc~ Variable.cloudiness with a 
, t~- , , , / , , z - , , . -a  -,-,-- . . . . . .  onea a rovat c the cnance ot Showers fishermen s protest was The Conservative leader better knowp .around. the their country too weak m Robin and his withdrawa~ . . . . . .  -' '"--t  ° -nk  even postp .Pp . . . .  • ' 
r ocL:up,eu w©= == elo men, in 1972 %~nen premature. . said it is .h~,p~ritical to world for.its t?,ta= specu'um negotiate peace, with ~ the from the race a.ft.e. . . . . .  il Xace dev p . . . .  '~:_. • 
, The U,S. managemen~ supl~ort or toterate govern- of attracuons . . . .  Arabs. ' disclosure that ne ana ms gut m ~ . there were x=ouo=,~ . ~ ~  ~ - ~ ~  
/ 




Kit imat's annual 
week of all-out fun, 
Delta King Days, began 
this weekend. Satur- 
day, Radley Park was 
the scene of races 
(right) and the Delta 
King Scavenger Hunt 
sponsored by the Youth 
Council and CH 
Associates. 
Other events during 
this eight-day free-for- 
all include the salmon 
derby, continuing until 
the 23rd of the month; 
the Delta Daze Dance 
and Old Timers reunion 
Dance, Friday; Delta 
Fest on Saturday; 
Pancake Breakfast, and 
Raft Races, Sunday; 
and Delta King Casino, 
Monday. 
A splendid ttme is 
guaranteed for all. 
//. 
i : i  
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POWER TO TAX 
SOUGHT BY BAND 
REVELSTOKE 
Cabinet hears plea 
to defer giant dam 
VICTORIA CP-  Exper~ Hydro spokesman John produced in September, 
from the University of Sexton said Monday that 1982. 
British Columbia spent work done to date includes Revelstoke Mayor Sid 
Monday before a cabinet setting up of camp, site Parker said Monday that 
committee hearing on the clearing, and clearing for a Hydro is committed to put 
Reveistoke Dam.contending five-mfleaccess road. About up more t.nan ;3 million to 
that there is an alternative 200 men now are working on hblp the cl.w p.ro.v.iae various 
for building the dam - and the contract, with the num- services--mcmumg a new fire truck, a recreational 
that the cost of electrical her expected to increase to and cultural centre, ex- 
power should be  spread 600 to 700 in the summer, punded water dis.!ribution 
Sexton said tunnelling is services, ana a mature name 
not scheduled to begin until purk---enab_ling it  to cope 
late summer. It is expected ~th the mtmx oxpepulation 
to be completed in August, .being ~awn to the ]p~ject 
1978. mree miles north oftbo city. 
The X,800-foot tunnel, to be • 
cut through rock to a 47-foot He said the city is seeking 
diameter in the west bank of about $5 million more for 
more equally. 
.Most of the first day of an 
appeal to the cabinet of the 
dam's water lieence com- 
prised a technical cross- 
examination i volving W. D. 
Mitchell, counsel for B.C. 
Hydro, and three UBC 
economists. 
The three said that by 
altering current rate 
structures to marginal 
pricing, Hydro could Iower 
the cost of power and make 
the larger bulk users pay 
more of a true cost for what 
they use. This would also 
lower  bor rowing  
requirements for Hydro. 
Dr .  John Helliwell, an 
economics professor at 
UBC, said the need for the 
dam is the result of a rate 
structure that conveys in- 
correct information and  
inappropriate incentives. 
In dmcussing wnezner 
makin~ bulk users pay more 
for the|r power would hinder 
short-term expansion and 
investment in the province, 
Helliwell said heavy 
borrowing for capital 
projects-- the other 
alternative to changing rate 
structures--can o ly go on 
for so long before it has to 
styr~e-- committee will•meet 
aga in  today. It is also 
receivi..n~ briefs from the 
Scientihc Pollution and 
Environmental Control 
Society and the federal 
government office of energy 
and conservation--both of
which support he call for a 
move to marginal pricing. 
Meanwhile, preliminary 
work on the dam project is 
proceeding under a $35.4- 
million contract ~or con- 
struction of a diversion 
tunnel. 
The contract, subject to 
cancellation :if !the appeals' 
are r SUCcessful, was 
awarded in February to a ,  
consortium of two eastern 
Canadian companies, Pitts 
Engineering Construction 
Eastern Ltd., of Toronto, 
and Atlas Construction Ltd., 
of Montreal, two of the 
biggest Canadian firms in 
the field. 
sPuRS DEVELOPMENT 
the Columbia, will carry the 
river water past he damsite 
during construction of the 
dam. 
Sexton said that if the dam 
gets approval from the 
cabinet committee, Hydro is 
preparing for calling ten- 
ders for the main dam 
project ,','by..about next 
January, witn a contract 
award by about next May. 
First electricity from the 
project is expected to be 
storm drains and sewers, 
$1.9 million for the full cost 
of the recreation and 
cultural centre, and most of 
the balance for roads. 
Parker said Reveistoke, 
with a population of about 
5,000 and a furreandisg 
population of about 4,500, 
see an area population 
increase by abou~ 4,-000 





VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Liberal leader Gordon 
Gibson said Saturday 
windfall revenue to the 
British Columbia forest in- 
dustry resulting from recent 
declines in the value of the 
Canadian dollar should be 
spent on capital investment. 
The provincial party 
leader tbld the Vancouver 
local of the International 
Woedworkers of America 
(IWA) the money shouldgo 
into modernization and 
e.ansion of.production fa- 
cihties to protect jobs and 
tax revues. 
The drop of the dollar may 
result in an extra $150 
million in forest industry 
revenue this year, he said. 
He said some of the 
infurance benefits and 
welfare program. He said 
B.C. residents could be 
hired for recreationj con- 
servation, tourist and public 
works projects. 
A ~'n ied ium-term" 
solution, he said, would he 
formation of an industrial 
consortium led by the 
provincial government o 
mveat in the forest pulp 
industry. 
"There's something 
wrong when Bob Banner's 
(B.C. Hydro  chairman) 
pension from M and B (he 
was formerly chalr'man of 
MacMilIan-Bluedel) is four 
times greater than the 
annual wage the averal~e 
IWA guy makes," said 
Gibson. 
revenue wi l lbe  used to 
.offset, higher roduetio~, ..,~,i~ll,~,,~,~l ., 
costs and cost o1~ living for ~: I lM gJ I~ IM workers, but the remainder 
should not be dispersed as 
dividends or wages. FARM AID 
Gibson called for a 
provincial government plan 
to create short-term jobs oy VICTORIA (CP) -- The p.v o,, gov. ?  recovering some of the $400 entered into a e eder - 
million Ottawa spends in provincial program which 
B.C. for unemployment Will provide agr|eultural m 
to British Columbia's In- 
West Coast gains 
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP)-- a meeting with Alan f j  The Kamloops Indian Band Wil l ia  m s, min is ter  f JR rt injures ve wants to assume the power responsible for Indian Al- 
to tax businesses which fairs, within two weeks, she rom Ha repo  
leaseland from its reserves, said. 
Chief Mary Leonard said 
Monday. 
This arrangement has 
been used in several 
provinces, she said, but has. 
notbeen tried in British 
Columbia, 
Leonard said the band 
would use the tax money to 
install and maintain ser- 
vices for its lessees and 
hopes to begin work this 
summer on a water system 
which could cost up to $2 
million. 
The band hopes to arrange 
Mrs. Leonard said the VICTORIA.(CP)- Jack 
band has rejected the city's Davis, "British Columbia 
offer toprovide services in transport minister, said 
return for full control of Monday that recom- 
mendations in the Hall 
industrial development on Commission report will.c~n- 
the reserve for the next 50 stitute agreat breakthrough 
years. for B.C. if they are ira- 
At the time the city made plemented by Ottawa. ; 
its proposal three weeks The report, releasea 
' ago, Mayor Mike Latta said Monday in Saskatoon, calls 
the city wanted control of for radical changes 
industrial development on designed to update the 
the reserve because present Prairie grain-handling and 
development is hurting the transportation system, 
cit~, financially', including creation of a 
Prairie rail authority and a n e it Arctic railway. A new exp d ion ~av,, said such recom- 
mendations will mean 
"more development in the to find monster  North and they point to more business for West 
Coast ports in the future." 
The minister said that Mr. snakes--light and elec- 
tricity. 
The day on which he and 
friends aw the creature "12 
or 15 times", his boat was 
apparently sending out high 
amperage lectricity by a 
freak electrolysis effect, 
Fletcher said. 
Justice Emmett Hall, who 
headed the commission, had 
accepted many ideas put 
forward by the B.C. 
government when the Grain 
Handling and Trans- 
.~rtation Committed held 
its hearings in Vancouver 
la~,t'October. 
We are glad to see that 
railways are to be com- 
pensated for the cost of 
moving grain from the 
Prairies to ports on the 
Great Lakes and the West 
Coast," Davis said. 
"This item alone amounts 
to $200 million a year. Today 
it is paid by other industries 
such as those producing 
forest and mineral products. 
"They subsidize the 
Prairie wheat farmer and 
we have argued that tax- 
payers hould foot the bill." 
The minister said 'he was 
pleased about the recom- 
mendation advocating a rail 
connection between Fort St. 
John in northern B.C. to 
Hines Creek with an 
eventual hook-up to the 
Great Slave Lake Railway. 
"This would help the last 
great agricultural frontier 
in Canada," Davis said. 
NOTIOE 
dians. 
A cabinet order-in~ouncU 
made public in Victoria 
toda~ authorizes the 
provincial government 
sign an agreement with 
Ottawa undernthe federal 
Agricultural and Rural 
Development Act. This_wtl! 
allow Ottawa to funo 
projects both on and off 
reserves .  
The aid could go towards 
hacking farms and ranches, 
or it could go for such things 
as developing native flsMng 
cooperatives. No specmc. 
projects have been design~ 
as yet under the ngreeman~, 
Another $I,~ million is 
earmarked for townslte 
studies in connection with coal development i  nor- 
theast B.C. 
GARBAGE GLEAN-UP during Sprit 0lean.up Week 
Designated May 16th to May 20th, 191"/ 
District of Terrace, Public Works Department, will pick up extra gar- 
bage and refuse free of change, from Monday, May 16th to Friday, May 
20th, 1977. (Spring Clean-up Week) 
Thisservice does not include car bodies or stumps. Kindly arrange to 
have this extra garbage and waste materials set out on your regular 
pickup day between 8:00 A.M. and 4:30 P.M. if possible, have garbage 
and waste materials in plastic bags or cartons to assist in the picking up. 
No industrial waste. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Five 
~ eople were taken to es~ital Sunda~ night after 
a vnld, clubswmging, knife- 
slashing fight broke out 
between what police have 
described as two rival fac- 





VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Robert Bonner, Chairman of 
British Columbia Hydro 
said Monday the key to 
Canada's energy problem is 
more energy production-- 
not prevention. 
Bonner told the Pacific 
Northwest credit conference 
that we cannot afford delays 
in the implementation of 
such projects as the 
Revelstoke dam. on the 
Columbia River and oil 
exploration in northern 
British Columbia. 
He painted a gloomy 
picture of the future if we 
don't hurry to develop 
energy sources in the north, 
"We will not have in this 
country, by some estimates, 
more than 25 per cent of our 
own capacity to meet 
domest ic  energy  
requirements by the 1990s," 
'donner said, 
As for electrical energy in 
B,C. Bonner said, we willbe 
hard pressed to avoid the al- 
ternative of nuclear energy, 
Victoria police said the 
fight erupted at about 6 p.m. 
as movie-goers were leaving 
a weekly Sunday showing o f  
an East Indian film. . 
The battle took place in a 
parking lot next to the 
theatre. 
Insp. Angus Stewart said 
about 15 people were 
directly invo]ved but bet- 
ween 30 and 40 others tood 
by shouting, screaming and 
egging on the combatants. 
Stewart said seven city 
police officers and four units 
|ram nearby Saanich police 
raced to the scene. 
"The feelings were 
running so high the officers 
found it impossible to do 
anythin~ more than attend 
the injured and try to 
disperse the rest," he said. 
The fight lasted about 15 
minutes and when it was 
over officers had seized a 
pocket knife, kitchen knife, 
a hammer, a jack handle, a 
jack and part of a metal 
studded belt. 
Those taken to hosp.ital 
were treated for various 
knife wounds, gougest and 
bruises. 
Stewart said there have 
been "odd rumblings" 
between the two groups m 
the past but up to now all the 
disturbances have been 
confined to the grounds of 
the l~al Sikh Temvle. 
"Right now I don't know 
whether char{ges will be laid 
or not," he stud. "There is so 
much confusion over the 
fight and no-one in the 
community seems prepared 
to talk about it." 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) -- 
A Vancouver businessman 
said Monday he is rounding 
up an Ogopogo expedition to 
flush the legendary creature 
to the surface of Okanagan 
Lake in early July. 
Ed Fletcher, a sales 
representative for Benwell- 
Atkins Ltd. of Vancouver, 
claimed to have 
photographed a snake-like, 
75-foot creature in the lake 
on Aug. 3, 1976. 
He said he and his friends 
plan to use electrodes to 
attract he animal. 
A "wave expert from 
Comox" has analyzed his 
photos, Fletcher said, and 
has concluded there is 
definitely" something there. 
A University of British 
Columbia snake expert, who 
promised to supply the ex- 
pedition with sounding 
equipment, told Fletcher 
that two things attract 
Limit on sheep kills 
sought by federation 
WILLIAMS LAKE, B.C. 
(CP) -- Delegates to the 
British Columbia Wildlife 
Federation annual con- 
vention during the weekend 
voted to recommend tighter 
control on mountain sheep 
and goat hunting. 
The delegates from the 
provinces fish and game 
clubs voted to segregate 
sheep hunting licenses by 
species, with no hunter 
allowed to bag more than 
one sheep of any kind in a 
single year. 
They also voted to recom- 
mend to the fish and wildlife 
branch that no hunter, be 
allowed to take any one 
species more often than 
once every five years. 
Richard Cole of Delta, 
B.C., moved up from vice- 
president to president of the 
federation for a two-year 
term. 
• DISTRICT OF TERRAOE 
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.MARG GIBSON, school board 
chairman, unveils the sign marking the 
' naming of a Kitimat school in honour of 
Wi lcox .  : the sca~ is 'the~f0rmer 
Whitesail Elementary. Wilcox taught in 
Kitimat for 22 years, starting as a grade 
four teacher. He became Whitesail's 
" : principal when the school opened in 1963. 
CONTRACT TALKS 
• / 
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WITH COMMUNITY INPUT 
NDP formulates new policy 
By ALLAN KRASNICK 
Members of the New 
DemOcratic Park's tran- 
sportation ana com- 
munications committee 
visited Stewart and Kitimat 
over the weekend to hear, 
• first hand, northwestern 
concerns about coastal 
transport problems and the 
proposed Kitimat super- 
tanker port. 
In Stewart, committee 
public concern~ about the 
critical lapse in tran- 
sportation services ince the 
federal government cut its 
subsidies to Northland 
Navigation. Freight to the 
village 'is efitering "in 
meager ~mounts and at 
more e~ense per item," 
Lea told the Herald. 
Tyhurst said he returned 
from the Stewart public 
meeting having received 
this message: "As far as chairman Jim Tyhurst, a 
psychiatrist at the coastal transport is con- 
University of British cerned, exclusive of 
Columbia, and Graham Lea, Kitimat, people want an 
Prince Rupert MLA, heard upgraded Northland ser- 
• woe. They want to see self- ARTS . propelled vessels, with roll 
• on, roll off; lift on, lift off 
CONTACT 
The Northwest Regional 
Arts Council wi l l  be  
resenting Northwest Arts 
ntact '77 on June 4 to be. 
held in the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, Terrace. 
Northwest Arts Contact 
'77 plans to feature SASKATO(~N' (CP) -- 
workshops with a number of  About 6,750 farmers would 
Federal and Provincial Arts be affected by its recom- 
Orsanization represen- mendation for abandonment 
tatives; the Annual General of 2,163 miles of Prairie 
Meeting of the Northwest railway lines during the 
RegionalArts Council, and a next five years, the Hall 
• Showcase of Regional commission on grain 
Talent available for touring handling and transportation 
communities in the region, said Monday. 
• Organizers have also The commission, in its 
invited a number of report to the federa 
specialists to act as government, said the far- 
resource people dm~ing the mers constitute 4.4 per cent 
Conference Workshops of western grain producers 
including a representative and that in the 10 years 
of "Circle Craft"; a Canada ended in!975 they delivered 
Council Touring Office an average of 35.4 million 
representative; Mr. Tom bushels of grain or 4.6 per 
Fielding, theDirector of the cent of • average yearly 
Arts Branch of the Leisure, producers deliveries. 
Services Branch in the "These producers ~ll  be 
Ministry of Recreation and required to deliver ad- 
Conservation; Mickey ditiona" 1 miles", the. c.om- 
Verde- to speak on "Women mission said, adding they 
in the Arts'; Stephen Chitty would not he "excessive." 
of theB.C. Touring Council; The commission said it 
Brian Paisly, B.C. Drama was concerned that 
Consultant; a represent. 
tative of the Vancouver Art 
• Gallery; a representative of 
the B.C. Provincial. Music 
Festival Executive; Anna 
DWyman, of the Anna Wyman 
ance Company; Betsy 
Lane, B.C. Arts Board. 
Trades seek solidarity 
Union and the United tiement. 
Association of Plumbers "I don't hink it (a strike) 
and Pipefittors not to break can be tolerated now." 
with the rest of the con-, Kinnaird coupled his appeal 
struction unions, which are with a warning -that 
m0"v~--g-tt°Ltrac approve a new voluntary bargaining 
con . procedures in the B.C. 
"Once it was the year of construction i dustry would 
the electricians, then the be wiped out if a strike takee 
year of the boilermaker; place this year. . 
then the year of the cement The government un- 
reason, and then the year of doubtediy would adopt hack, 
the elevator constructor," to-work legislation ana 
Kinnaird said, "Now we order the unions*into a 
have the laborers and the bargai.nin~, council whether 
plumbers as the only major th.e~ like st or not, Kinnaird 
groups who have yet to go' saiu. 
along with the new set- Kinnaird was corn- 
LOW.MODERATE 
I 
:: VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The chief spokesman for the 
majority of British 
Columbia construction 
unions appealed Monnday to 
• the laborer' and plumhejs' 
unions notlo "kick over the 
traces" in this year's in- 
c~untry-wide contract set- 
tlement. , 
• • Jim Kinnaird, president of 
the B.C. and Yukon Building 
and Construction Trades 
Council said in an interview 
that "there has to be a level 
of maturity.'" 
.He appealed to the 
Laborers International 
Fire hazard rises 
capabilities." Residents 
seek a "safe, secure, and 
reliable service integrated 
for both passengers and 
freight," he said. 
Tl~e Steward villagers 
consider the Northland 
service important not only 
for having provided lower 
mainiand-nortbern links but 
also as a link between 
northern communities, he 
said. 
In Kitimat, Lea and 
Tyhurst met with civic 
leaders and union officials, 
discussing general tran- 
sportation and development 
concerns and, specif|cally, 




Fa rmers await 
Ottawa's move 
producers should not have to 
deliver grain farther than 
the "generally accepted" 
25-mile range. 
However, this would not 
be possible for all those 
affected. But the general 
application would ensure no 
excessive burden on the 
great majority. 
"~any, even with the 
present overbuilt system, 
are actually hauling their 
grain in excess of 30 miles.': 
The recommenaea 
abandonment involves 206 
~ rain elevators at 113 elivery points with a 
storage capacity of-13 
million bushels, or 3.8 per 
cent of the total primary 
elevator capacity. 
Of the 113 points, there are 
two incorporated towns, 23 
incorporated villages and 88 
unincorporated com-  
munities. 
The commission said 59.3 
per cent of the communities 
affected have a population 
of less than 50 persons, 19.5 
per cent have 50 to 100 and 
21.2 per cent have more tha~n 
100. 
The commission said both 
provincial and. municipal 
governments emphasized 
additional road costs ifnrail 
lines were abandoned. 
On the basis of the 
trackage to be abandoned, 
the commission said its 
evaluation of projected 
highway costs to each 
province showed $600,000 for 
Saskatchewan, $300,000 for 
Alberta and $150,000 for 
Manitoba. 
Tyhu~t said the Kttimat 
meetings indicated that the 
district has undertaken 
extensive studies for the 
future, "producing a 
scenario for very significant 
development of which the 
ferry terminal and oil port 
are only a part." 
Lea said that Kitimat does 
not consider itself suffering 
from any coastal tran- 
sportation problems. "its 
concerns are like those you 
would have for a (suffering) 
neighbour." he said. 
The former minister of 
highways in the previous 
NDP government said the 
purpose of the swing 
through the northwest is for 
development of party 
policies based on com- 
munity involvement. 
noted that elected 
representatives and non- 
partisan experts are being 
included in the initial stages 
of this policy development. 
When he, Tyhurst and 
other committee members 
have completed talks about 
transportation policies, ~e 
group will present a policy 
statement for discusston at 
an NDP convention. 
With this new procedure 
for policy articulation, lea 
continued, "there will now 
be input directly into the 





about hree million women 
voters from across Canada 
met with members of 
parliament in Ottawa to 
press their demands for 
Women's  R ights  
Legislation, according to 
Joyce Krause, a Terrace 
delegate. 
The National Action 
Committee on the Status of 
Woman (NAC) lobbied 
individual MP's and met 
with caucus represen- 
tatives, seeking all-party 
support for changes to 
proposed human rights 
legislation (Bill C-25), an 
end to d.i~crimination 
against Indlpn Women, 
increased sizpport for 
women in cris~ situations, 
implementation of no-fault 
divorce legislation, removal 
of abortion from the 
criminal code. 
Other laws the delegates 
want changed are UIC 
programs, •Manpower 
training regulations, the 
income tax act and the 
Canada Pension Plan. 
"Concern was also expressed 
for daycare funding, an 
increase in spending in the 
area of family planningwith 
emphasis on research for 
safer and more effective 
forms of birth control. 
The women have asked 
for a hearing before the 
House of Commons justice 
and Legal Affairs Com- 
mittee to present their 
recommendations for 
changes to Bill C-25. 
I I  
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meriting on Friday's break- 
down of talks between the 
laborers and Construction 
• Labor Relations Association 
over a province-wide plan to 
settle jurisdictional dis- 
l)utas. Only the laborers and 
plumbers have not agreed to 
the plan, which is part of the 
99-cent hourly increase 
package put together by 
CLRA and the building 
council headed by Kinnaird. 
Kinnaird said that his 
comments are consistent 
with the reports he has 
turned in to -the provinci~ 
government as a special 
• officer investigating the re- 
quirements for industry-. 
wide bargaining in B.C. 
construction. 
In the fire detection 
• prOgram the Prince Ru~rt 
District marts 20 loozouts, 
d has a dally ak patrol 
ing out of SmRhers and 
se Lake Airports, during 
hazardous periods. 
It maintains an airtaaker 
Initial Attack crews are 
based 'at strategic. Ranger 
Stations for immediate 
ground attack on fires. 
Daily weather readings 
are .taken throughout he 
District• and Through a 
system of numerical values 
fleet and a birddog .a't the degree of hazard is 
Smithers. Reload bases at calculated. This value can 
Barns Lake, Lower Post,' be seen on the Ranger 
and Terrace are kept ready. Station hazard sign. 
. .  When fires break out, a 
travelling in or near the 
Forest. 
The Protection Division of 
the Prince Rizpert Forest 
District is charged with 
insuring that all possible is 
being done to prevent he 
occurrence of fires in the 
Forest and to economically 
suppress those that do break 
out. 
well organized machine New. union goes into acUon. This CHECK 
• machine which begins at the 
P detection stage and goes res,dent throngh fire fighting and NUMSER 
mop up to .a  final 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- bookkeepping stage is .one 
which has been establisneu Angus Macphee of Prince 
Ru~rt 'has been elected 
president of the Pulp, Paper 
and W0odworkers' of 
over the years and is under 
constant improvement by 
the Protection division. 
The new 638 telephone 
prefix has been in use for 
about la months now in the 
Terrace area, according to 
Jo Duun, B.C..Tel's district 
"Four new fires were 
reported during the past. 
week bringing the total. 
' number of fires to eight his 
year in th.e Prince Rupert 
Forest District. 
customer service manager. 
Dunn stated "Many people 
are still assuming that all 
telephone numbers begin 
with 635 and find their calls 
Canada union in a race 
ainst Stun Shewaga o f  
naimo, a former PPWC 
president. 
Macphee succeeds Reg 
Ginn of Vancouver, who 
served the union for the last 
nine years, the last three as 
president. 
Ballot tabulation was con- 
cluded here Saturday. • 
Other officers, elected 
were: Len Snow, Kamloops, 
B.C., first ~ice-president; 
~Jim Sloan, Castlegar, B.C. t 
second vice'president; ana 
Ross MacDonald, Crolton, 
B.C. secretary-treasurer. 
All 6f the coastal Ranger. are not getting through." About 700 Terrace 
Districts report a low fire customers have the new 635 
hazard, but due to mainly prefix and more will be 
sunny skies inland, the added this year. 
interior Ranger Districts A study done in the 
are reporting a moderate Terrace area found many 
hazard, people not including the full 
A sunny weekend could seven digits when dialing. 
push the interior Districts This habit will result in 
mtoahigh azard, therefore further problems i as the 
the public is asked to be community expands. 




'Funeral services were 
held in Vancouver, 
eSterday, for Fred Olson, a 
rmer resident of Terrace, 
who passed away last Peek 
at age 75. 
Mr. Olson moved to 
Terrace with his wife in 194Z 
and worked as a carpenter. 
His wife.was known for her 
~ arden produce and warm ospitality. 
Mr. Oison is' survived by 
his wife..The couple had 
lived at 1805 East 36 Ave., 
Vancouver. 
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Cashless 
madness 
With subtle quickness, Canada is becoming a 
cashless ociety, a country in which the familiar 
Per bearing the picture of our queen may soon 
ome obsolete. It will be replaced by the 
Chargex and Master Charge cards, the credit 
cards, the credit cards distributed by the  off 
companies and tavel and entertainment firms, and, 
we would suspect, a new computer-controlled 
mechanism that would expand the uses and values 
of bank and credit union cheques. 
Whether or not we are prepared for this tran- 
sformation is a matter of growing conjecture. But 
because of this proliferation of charge cards, we 
are Ling pulled inexorably towards becoming a 
cashless community. The Canadian government, 
with the strong support of the country's major 
banks, is making dramatic, though not yet entirely 
visible, strides towards this goal. 
The question we ask: does it reflect the desires of 
the people? Today, there are over five million 
Chargex cards, 1.5 million Master Charge cards, 
five million department store credit cards, eight 
million oil company cards, and 300,000 airline 
credit cards. The credit mentality has long been an 
unavoidable part of North American life, but it has 
also been the downfall of many individual and 
family finances, creating personal and marital 
break up. 
Can anybody really know what are the "means" 
within which we should live if he buys and sells 
through an artificial, usually pleasantly designed, 
plastic card that hides the real importance of the 
particular purchase? Do you know how much 
money ou have left in your savings each time you 
buy a new piece of furniture, perhaps some 
clothing, gas, or lodging when you aren't dealing 
with cash? With the convenience of the card, the 
full impact of particular purchases are not always 
recognized. 
One is reminded of a gambling casinol The house 
is always quick to change your pocket money into 
casino chips, small round tokens that are easy to 
hold, easy to play with, but seldom viewed with as 
much mental impact as a fistful of dollars. Use of 
the tokens makes it so much easier to place that 
larger wager, to take that bigger chance. For the 
veteran gambler, itmay mean little. For the couple 
out on the Las Vegas strip for the first time, it 
transforms the anxiety of a $50 bet into a simple 
dPihysical action - the tossing of a tiny, two- 
mensional chip into the middle of a table. 
The charge cards have a similar psychological 
effect. It almost appears as if the arbitrary credit 
limit stamped on the card represents the limit of 
one's real purchasing (hence, borrowing) power. 
The bank will slap a $400 ceiling on one's monthly 
expenditures witht eh card. Is that after a careful 
view of your earnings, level of debt, spending 
needs, and buying patterns? Usually not. 
Yes, there is the long talk with the loans officer. 
Yes, the banker checks you out. But more often 
than not, the limit you are assessed is based upon a 
standard procedure, used by the banks because of 
the tremendous volumes in which they deal. 
~r 
Often the buyer figures that the card says he can 
spend up to $400, then he should stay near the limit. 
The intention subsequently becomes not 
necessarily to pay off the whole debt but only the 
interest charges. And that's where the banks make 
their profits. Not in the service but in the charges. 
There can be little doubt that the proliferation of 
charge cards and the tremendous dollars 
generated in interest are prime causes of inflation. 
If we move towards a cashless ociety, dealings 
under the new rules will 'prove inflationary, ex- 
t remely confusing, and  certainly counter- 
productive to the average family. 
The innovation might be a good administrative 
one from the banker's and governmnt maker's 
erspectives, but it could wreak hav~ on the in-. 
vidual. 
type actium by themselves if 
a comprehensive agreement 
cannot be reached. government officials are The goal is an in- 
racinS against time to partially shield wheat pro- ternational agreement, Achieving such an 
ducers from what may involving boc/~ producing agreement will be difficult 
develop into a sharp drop in and consuming countries, since it would involve 
world wheat prices, that would stabilize wheat complex and contentious details as well as touching 
hope• their customers will 
realize that the grain short- 
ages and soaring prices of 
recent years will return 
some day without a 
stabilization agreement. 
The U.S.. agriculture 
dep.srtment is predicting 
gooa world crops in 1977-781 
fncreasing inventories ana 
declining prices. World 
from 63.3 million a year avoid bitter charges of 
earlier. Next year the prieeflxing. 
carryover may. total 115 The impetus for a new 
million metric tons. agreement came last 
In theory the solution is February when , U.S. 
simple: Keep enough of the Agricult.ure Secre..tm'y.. 
surplus off the market so ~ a .  was pro.tea, oy 
that prices do not drop to Otto Lang, minister 
unacceptable levels, responsible for . the 
The difficulties come in Canadian wheat Bcara. 
The two agreed, to lmsh for 
a new international wheat 
As impor|ant as the 
negotiators' success or 
failure will be to the 
Canadian economy and 
Prairie society, it Will be 
even more important for the 
millions of people in other 
prices and establish a 
system of reserve stocks, on such tough issues as 
Similar efforts hav~ failed world food planning and the 
in recent years but the relationship ofdeveloped to 
Canadian and U.S. govern- developing countries. 
ments appear determined to The wildly-varying cycie 
succeea this time and have of wheat shortages and 






wheat carryovers are ex- 
pected to total 104.3 million 
metric tons by May 31, up 
determining what prices are 
to be maintained, what 
organization would operate agreement, one that would 
such an international work better man ms met- 
mechanism, who would pay feetive namesake of a 
storage costs and how to decade arlier. 
PRIESTS IN DANGER 
Human rights 
pope's concerns 
VATICAN CITY (AP) banishment by the Com- 
-- In many parts of the manist government but is 
Catholic said to have opted for the 
offered alternative of first 
world, Roman 
churchmen are becoming 
human rights activists. 
Vatican sources say they 
are exposing themselves to
harassment, detention and 
even assassination. 
They are emboldened to a 
large extent by encyclicals 
andrecent pronouncements 
by the Pope, who had made 
human rights one of his 
major planks long before 
U.S. President Carter made 
it a pivotal part of U.S. 
policy. 
The subject also is 
creating debate within the 
Church on how far it should 
be pushed by the religious 
who fall easy prey to 
authoritarian regimes.. 
In'the last few monms, 
information obtained from 
Vatican sources shows the 
clergy's involvement, in 
Dron~dting civil rights and 
~heir supression has been 
widespread and systematic. 
They cited these examples: 
P~iest~ ~.;~ reported to 
:.,,,~ ~cume ~ignatories to 
sweeping the streets and 
then holdings manual job. 
Populous Roman Catholic 
country, ROy. Jnad Bosco 
Burnier reported hearixl, g 
women scream as ne 
strolled by a police station. 
He walked in to plead fo 
mercy and is reported to 
have been shot dead in front 
of his bishop, Don Pedro 
Casaldalign. 
Claiming to help the poor 
in social work are rounded 
up, foreign missionaries 
expelled and the locals 
jailed, by a mainly Roman 
Catholic government,which 
lables them subversives. • 
Catholic schools decided 
on integratiton despite 
apartheid regulations. 
Earlier this ~ear, 
Rhodesia's white Bmhop 
Denal Lamest was found 
~lty.  of refusing to act as 
reformer' on black 
terrorists. He was expeiled. 
Much of the Roman 
Catholic Church's recent 
Charter 77, a document militancy in the httman ares 
drawn up by human rights is traced to the Pope. 
"You mean you haven't heard of the predicted rought~or this summer?" activists. One bishop, Jan His methods vary, from 
Kores, was threatened with oPen and direct wa~.r~..gs,to 
..... . . .  Latin America to cajoling in WESTERNERS BULLISH ON FUTURE Eastern Europe, where freedom of religion and 
other irhts are embodied in Pioneer spirit lingers on here tc°°%ti°tUtim°uusnibUttapr~rStt~hJi~! 
Northern Alberta Railway 
in a major new Northern 
Development Railways 
Department. 
and CP Raft said the concept The department must 
was undesirable, with CP encompass the Arctic 
rall@ay to minimize conflict 
of interest and costly 
SASKATOON (CP) -- The 
Hall commission on grain 
handling and transportation 
said Monday two years of 
study have shown the op- 
timism of pioneers persists 
undiminished in the West 
but that many Westerners 
are frustrated and disap- 
pointed about the develop- 
ment of their region of 
Canada. 
"Feelings exist that 
Western Canadians are' the 
source of someone else's 
affluence and to a degree 
they blame the trans- 
portation system for their 
frustrations," the five 
member  commiss ion 
headed by Emmet Hall of 
Saskatoon said in its report 
to the federal government. 
The commission heard 
more than 1,600 briefs at 120 
hearings in more. than .90 
communities on me somm 
and economic mpact of rail- 
line abandonment.n 
The commissioners said a 
recurring concern ex- 
pressed at public hearings 
was the defrimental effect 
of discriminatory freight 
rates and other transport- 
related situations affecting 
the economic development 
of the Prairies. 
"An analysis of freight 
structures confirms that the 
Prairie provinces l~ve been 
v ic t imizes  by  
discriminatory rates from 
the beginning," the com- 
mission said. 
The use of technology in 
agriculture meant larger 
farms and less labor, and 
raw materials continued to 
be shipped out with the 
result hat opportunities for 
employment and population 
expansion had not kept pace 
with growth in the re.st of the 
country. 
The system developed to 
open the West had "served 
well" but some of the 
~rOlicies associated with 
ansportation had per- 
mitted the system to drain 
the West of employment and 
job opportunities. 
Noting that flour milling 
in the West declined to 39 
~r  cent of the national total 
19'/4-75 from 48 per cent in 
the 1950s, the commission 
said the industry shoula be 
allowed to enjoy the natural 
geographic advantage of 
Ioeating in the West. 
It added that he Canadian while the com'mission said it well as the provincial in- 
wheat board should assess would be about $500 million, terest," for its ac- 
its costs for the services The commission, noting commodation. 
provided the indus|ry and the province's enthusiasm, Both Canadian National 
ensure its pricing practices saidthe prophecies made by 
do not distort the regional governments have "a 
loeational advantages of tendency tdward self- Rail saying the proposal 
this industry, fulfillment." was beyond the corn- 
The commission also aug . . . .  Inthe19th century itwas mission's terms of refer- duplication. 
gested the wheat board dis- Canada's dream to build a ence. Such a project cannot be 
n t i n u e t h e "We must ~ c a ~  undertaken without the co. nation by building a 
C,,discriminatory,,.o practice railwa)', and so it did," the disagree with - -~.~ .- - -  operation ef the Dene and 
of paying interest aria commmsionerssaid, opinion . . . .  " Inuit populations following 
storage costs on wheat held for milling at any point in "Seen in that context hi- However, tim 4~umi~n consuRatiom. 
berta'f vision of northern said it did not ugr~ a new The North is changing and 
Canada. development through railway organization ~ development is inevitable, 
Freight rates on raPeseed railway reorganization is needed and that CaM~ the commission said. Un- 
and its derivatives should be fundamentally, appealing to National "is to be 
this commismon.'" 
controlled development 
must be avoided with the co- 
set at levels which do not preferred" over CP. Railas oPeration of the Dene and 
discriminate against the Iocational. advantage of The commission said it theorganizationmoevesma 
prairie rapesecdcrushers, had been persuaded sub- with managerial control Inuit peoples. stantial railway traffic over the prospective n- Northern development in • which the "rights and 
The upgrading of e~stlng, increases will occur in tity." cultures of native people are 
lines and the construction et northern and northwestern The commission added respected and fostered can 
new tracks was estimated at Alberta and appropriate Canadian National must be mutually advantageous 
between $448 million and measures must be taken to combine its' northern to both Canada, as a whole, 
$615 million by the province provide, "in the national as Alberta oPerations with the and the native populations." 
LONDON'S SAVOY HOTEL 
In m plush f sick economy 
• stay, ng healthy 
terpretations. 
Technically, the Pope has 
cardinals, bishops and an 
increas ing ly  just ice-  
oriented clergy in addition 
to foreign missionaries in' 
African huts, South 
American hinterlands and 
in Asian slums. The 
Jesuits--an elite order in- 
formally called the Pope's 
private army--count 7,000 
missionaries, among the 
most active and, by their 
account, the most per- 
secured. 
• A local Jesuit, du0n~ s 
Communis t ,  was  
assassinated March 11 in El 
Salvador. 
"W e are persecuted both 
by the right and the left,l' 
says Rev. Pedo Arrul~, 
father-general of the Jesuits 
in Rome. "I fear we'll 
uffer more in the future. 
They accuse us of being 
radical eftist while we are 
only citing the encyclicals." 
The floedgates to recent 
and current human right#' 
activitY, by the Church 
opened 11 years agb when_ 
the Second Vatican Council 
declared: "With respect the 
the fundamental rights ot 
the persons, any type of 
discrimination ... is to be 
overcome as conlrary to 
God's intent." , ' 
It said the Church as the 
right "to pass  moral 
judgment even on matters 
touching political order 
whenever basic rights ... 
make such judgments 
necessary." 
*Last January, in his 
customary New Year's 
speech to diplomats here, 
the Pope pledged that he, his 
bishops and priest 
"throughout the world 
LONDON (CP) -- we gets all kinds of odd management cabled across Imperial Palace. Its history 
British businessmen were fish--jockeys, journalists, the Atlantic for the music, goes back to the glittering 
startled to learn that, in chorus girls, people selling That was the kind of service days when Peter, Ninth, 
vacuum cleaners .... spite of the financial crisis we gave," Newton said. Count of Savoy, came to 
and a sagging pound "No, sir, we 'aren't got Many observers say the London from France" and 
sterling, the plush Savoy The Tone, sir." ~voy,, began to lose its built a sumptuous palace 
Hotel made a clear profit of This view was shared by a tone during the Second where the hotel now stands, 
$9,237-173 last year-- veteran Savoy band leader World War when legions of between the Strand and the 
highest in the hotel's who once played in the newspaper reporters in- Thames Embankment. 
history, theatres of Alberta and vadedits marble hails and 
¢I ¢~" How do they do it. British Columbia. gathered round the Ameri- 
asked the manager of a rival "It's still a great hotel," can Bar in the foyer. The hotel has been a 
hotel in central London. said Hamon Newton, leader But the hotel still has a cradle of dance music since 
Part of the answer is that of the famous Savoy Havana glamor for writers and Johann Strauss, the Waltz 
the stately 'hotel built by Band in the '20s and '30s, moviemakers and has been King, brought his Viennese would expose all forms of 
Richard D'Oyly Carte in "but it's not nearly as ex- used in many films and orchestra to London and injustice and violence,even 
1989 has always moved with clusive as it used to be. books including. Arnold played for many months in at the cost of imprisonment 
the times. From being an "I can remember when Bennett's famous novel the Savoy's mare ballroom, and death." 
exclusive establishment, King George and Queen r t  b d 
pa~ouised by kings, queens Elizabeth and the Prince of COU asser ts  law on  an  s • 
and princes, leading Wales danced regularly to 
statesmen and film stars, it our music. But we never OTTAWA (CP) -- The ment" on federally-con- Quebec, about 30 miles west 
has developed into what is recognized them officially. Federal Court of Canada trolled Indian reserves and of Montreal. 
today a cosmopolitan hotel If they called me over to ruled Monday that it has should therefore come Louis Gabriel and six 
catering to all types of their table to request a jurisdiction over Indian under the court's others, members of the 
people. ~ particular song, I would hand councils and that the jurisdiction. Kanesatakeronon I dian 
In the words of an aging address them only as sir o/" councils are an arm of the The Federal Court, estab- League for Democracy, 
Savoy porter: madam. That was an ab- federal government. Ushed to rule on disla3tes in- have asked the court o rule 
,,We~aven't got TheTone solute rule. A ruling signed by  volving the federal the.election'of the existing 
we used to 'ave. Y'see, sir, "King Edward VIII once associate cliief justice A.L. government and its various band council illegal. The de- 
we used to get The Quality-- asked for a song he had Thurlow said band councils agencies, was asked to solve fandents are Peter 
the Cream of Sir-ciety, a,. heard in America. We didn't are "a somewhat restricted a dispute among members Canatonqnin and eight other 
you might say. But now, sir, have it, but next day the form of municipal govern- of the Oka reserve in band chiefs "" 
L .... 
r I . _  I .... " . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ••  
..... . . . : /~ . . . . .  ~ ~'~% • ~ ~ ~ . ~ ,~.~.  ~: ~,~e~,~ .. ~ .., 
WAYNE L'ESTRANGE of the Terrace.Red's shows the form that resulted In a two base hit, Sunday. 
lost one against last year's regular season champions, Smlthers Glaciers. 
Red's throwing error. 
• Jack Richard did a fine scoring. 
job catching the first game The Red's began a 
driving in four runs. comebeek in the top of the 
Lance Legouffe and Barry seventh, trailing 5-2. 
Heit played well making However with a bit of bad 
their debut as a Red. Both luck, they fell a run short. 
'*~ ' ]2 
Red's 4 4 
8mithers 3 S 
The Terrace Red's 
travelled to Smithers last 
Sunday in their Bulkley. 
Valley League opener ano 
came away with a win and a 
loss. Both games were one 
run decisions, witht he final 
outcome in doubt until the 
last out. 
The Rod's won the first 
game behind the steady 
pitching of Gary Paulsona 
nd with a combination o£ 
singles and stolen bases. 
L'Estrange was two for four on the day as the Red's won one and 
RED ENTHUSED ABOUT HIS CHARGES 
• ! i Red.s split open rig day tw|n bill 
Paulson, who looked a little made i:ontact with the ball suddenly became pourous. Rookie Wayne L'Estrs~nge again a young squad" said 
shakey at times, struck out and did a commendable job They committed, four had a good day at the plate L'Estrange "and with 
tenbatters but also gave up in the outfield, playing on errors, and along with two and showed that he has a speedsters like Hamilton, 
four walks. Terrace scored either side of the veteren Glacier hits, Smithers strong arm from left field. Webb andGarry L'Estrange 
their runs on nine hits, four centre fielder Dave scored four times. In the AI Olson continues to ira- on the bssepaths;" the power 
walks and seven stolen Hamilton. Willie Chemko fifth, the home town prove as he came thro.ngh of Panlson, Richnrdand 
bases. Smithers Glaciers has moved from right field threatened again but • an ~th a clutch hit ano a Chemko; the fine defensive 
picked Ul~ their runs via two to shortstop and did an outstanding catch by Dave number of fine' catches on plays of Olson and Wa~/ne 
cousecuhve walks and a excellent job fielding 4 of 5 Hamilton in deep centre L'Estrange and the m~- 
chances cleanly, prevented the Glaciers from proving rookies, this nsa 
Gino Iamele pitched the " club should have anothek" 
very successful year." 
second, game and did a The next Red's action is 
commendable job striking 
five and walking four. The this Sunday at Kerr-Rotary 
Park. Come oilt and watch 
third inning was the Red's 
downfall as  the infield 
SPLIT PAle FASTBALLER$ ISSUE 
CHARITY CHALLENGE 
Weli~ :the Pacif ic Northwest Fas tba l l  
Association i~just about ready to get what locks 
to be a competitive season under way. 
Unfortunately the Terrace Hotel fastball team 
could not get enough players out to field a team 
and it looks like they may fold if things don't pick 
uPit looks like Red L'Estrange didn't have quite 
enough peanut butter on his fingers because he 
still managed to get h~ by-line in before press 
time. If you don't have any room left for fans, 
Red, you must be travelling in a Volkswagon 
Van. 
Dave, Brant, and Tom all say to say hi and we 
all: hope Garry Paulson has a good season 
because if he ever gets in trouble we know who 
might be going out to relieve him! Seriously 
though, we the Skeena Cedar Kings Fastball 
Club issue you, the Terrace Reds Baseball 
Team, an open challenge to play one game of 
basebal and one game of fasthall for $300.00 a
game and the winning team donating the money 
to the Terrace Child Development Center. 
This is your big chance to prove to the people in 
Terrace that you have the best sticks and arms 
in town. *" 
GUV.o S, ,4.bagger 
sparks. Colts 
The Terrace Colts were 
tmable to take advantage of
the home field on Sunday as 
they split their opening twin- 
bill ~th  the Moricetown 
"Grizzlies." Terrace won 
the first game of the double- 
header by a score of 3-1, and 
led twice in ~e secon U 
g~cme~ : only to drop the 
ision 6-5. • 
In the  first game, 
Moricetdwn struck early, 
scoring their only run on a 
Terrace error in the first 
inning. Terrace scored their 
three runs in the third in- 
ning, when Jamie Harvey 
stole home on a Moricetown 
error and Guy Farkvam 
blasted a 310-foot home run 
over left-centre field with 
Jim Webb on base. 
Terrace pitcher Jim 
Kellar was the winner as he 
I 
went the distance for 
Terrace allowing only three 
Moricetown hits, and 
striking out thirteen batters. 
In the second game, it was 
Terrace that struck early, 
~etting one run in the second 
tuning, only to have 
mOricetown come back with 
two in the top of the fourth. 
Terrace then scored two 
runs in the bottom of the 
fourth to go ahead •once 
again. 
In the fifth, Moricetown 
scored three more runs and 
added one more in the 
seventh, while Terrace 
centre fielder Les Jack's 
two run double in the bettem 
of the seventh was not 
enough to spark the Terrace 
Colts to a comeback. 
Scheduling for the Leage 
is not yet complete, so the 
Colts are not sure of their 
next games. 
• Of course we don't want to apply any pressure 
onyou, if you don't accept the challenge weat  
Riverside Park will understand. Pistol Pete 
first base. Newcomer 
Andre Jean also had a good 
day hitting two singles and 
adding valuable knowledge 
to the club. . 
Manager Red L'Estrange 
was quite enthused with the 




LONDON CP - Stoke City 
joi/ted Tottenham. Hotspur 
m relegation from the First 
Division of English League 
soccer, Monday, losing I-0 to 
Aston Villa~in Stoke's final 
game. 
But the third relegation 
spot remains undecided 
after victories by Bristol 
City, which beat league 
champion Liverpool 2-1, and 
West Ham United 4-2 win- 
ners over Manchester 
United. 
West Ham's win over 
United, which meets 
Liverpool in the  English 
Football Association Cup 
final Saturday, ensured its 
survival in the First 
Division. Bristol's triumph 
kept its chances, alive of 
staying in the top division. 
Still in danger of 
relegation, along with 
Bristol City, are Coventry 
City, which meets the 
Bristol club at home 
Thursday, and Sunderland, 
away to ,Sunderland the 
same night. Tose matches 
will end the league schedule 
for the three teams. 
.A #oal from the penalty 
spot m the 1Oth minute by 
Andy G~ay--hls 26th o'f the 
season-- gave Aston Villa 
the Win which conuemneu 
Stoke to the Second Division 
for the first time in 14 years. ! 
MAY 14, 1977 
UNDER 11 GIRLS 
School 
1. Clarence Michiel 
2. Parks,de 
3. Cassie Hall 
Individuals 
1. LeeAnn Reimer (Clar. 
Michiel) 
2. Kendall Morrison. (Clar. 
Michiel) 
3. Kim Rutherford 
(Alexander) 
UNDER 11 BOYS 
~chool 




1. Robert Parry (Clar. 
Michiel) 
2. Henry Re,meT (Clar. 
Michiel) 
3. Kirk Roy (Clar. Michiel) 
UNDER 12 GIRLS 
School 
1. Veritas 
ENGLISH ' ' 
SOCCEe I l_O.F,   ff 
0 Soiling, sa ling away 
over the boundless surf 
to be found in northern Eu- Sailing Association. They 
rope. : say that he owner of a Wind- 
For. many armchai~ surfing board is to be 
admirals, wind-surfing is regarded as having a bona 
the ticket. The equipment is fide sailing craft. But 
simple: a plastic board despite this official recogni- 
about l0 feet long, insertable lion, most West German 
mast, and brightly colored sailing clubs do not, as yet, 
sail with clear plastic win- offer much to the wind- 
dew for ease of navigation, surfer. 
The entire rig stews corn- However, this will change. 
fortably on a car-top This year the sailing 
carrier, association is creating an 
open wind-surfing class, in 
which only minimum A good day's sailing can 
be enjoyed in confined standards in the way of 
quartei% but more than a board length and sail aret~ 
little skill is required to will be requires, in oraer 
manage one of these sporty encourage both proper 
craft, "despite their easy training and • regatta 
handling on land. The competition. 
recommended apparel for There already are 40 
the novice is a bathing suit private wind-surfing schools 
because, at first, more time m West Germany, many of 
is spent floundering in the them in Bavaria, where the 
water than on skimming its sport is especially popular. 
surface. Considerable activity also is 
reported in West Berlin. 
Some hardy souls have been •
tackling the North Sea, and 
one even crossed the some- 
times.treacherous English 
Channel. But the sailing 
I. 
association frowns on salt- 2. 
water windsurfing because 3. 
of the dangers involved, 4. 
even for the experienced. 5. 
The West German •6. 
ministry of transport is 7. 
getting into the act too. 8. 
Everyone who sails in this 9. 
country must have a 
licence, and this is going to 
be extended to wind.surfers. 
As one wit pointed out, this 
might mean that the wind- 
surfer may never have to 
know how to cast an anchor, 
as some sailors do, but may 
be required to be a better- 
than-average swimmer. 
The next growth area for 
the sport will likely be the 
state of North Rhine- 
Westphalia, the most 
populous area of Germany, 
with its many lakes and 
rivers. About 15 Euro~an 
firms are producing ~fmd- 
surfing boards and selling 
them ]or an average retail 
price of a .bout $725. Various 
accessorles, including 
rubber suits at about $180, 
also are on the market. 
DUESSELDORF, 
West Germany (CP) . -  
Wind-surfing looks like the 
coming thing in West 
German boating circles. 
Purchases of sail-equipped 
surfboards doubled last 
year, from 3,000 in 1975. 
It seems that in the heart 
of every German lurks the 
desire to get away from the 
h~lyburly of one of the 
most urbanized countries in 
the world by taking the helm 
of some kind of sailing craft. 
Many West Germans can 
afford a boat, but the 
waterways here are 
becoming more congested 
• every year and that, 
combined with the in- 
creasing difficulty of finding 
an adequate berthfor even a 
modest sailboat, means that. 
for most people here, the 
dream never will be realized 
in a conventional way~ 
True surfing is u, for 
most because it is too 
But once having mastered 
the vessel, the wind- 
demanding physically, and surfer is truly a sailor, 
anYWaY, the kind of water according to the regulations 
conditions a California of the Deutscher Segler- 
surfer would look for arenot ~ verband--the German 
2. Cassie Hall 
3. Clarence Michiel 
Individuals 
1. Cheryl Bullied (Uplands) 
2. Annette Therrien (Cassie 
Hall) 
3. Lynn Bentley. (Copper 
Mountain) 
UNDER 12 ROY'S 
School 
1. Clarence Michtel 
. Uplands 
. John Field 
Individuals 
I. Sean Boyd (Clar. Michiel) 
2. Jon Kelly (Cormorant) 
3. Don McGhee (Uplands) 
OPEN GIRLS 
School 
1. Clarence Michiel 
2. John Field 
3. Cormorant 
Individuals 
1. Linda M¢Connell (Clar. 
Michiel) 
2. Yvonne llobeashield 
(John Field) 





2, Cassie Hall 
3, Clarence Miehiel 
Individuals 
1, Colin Parr (Uplands) 
2, Mel Reimer (Clar. 
Michiel) rnhill 3. Mike Lambert (The " ) 












II Copper MountaIn 
12 Centennial 
13 Muheim*Smithers 
Number of Participants: 372 




EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Hugh Campbell, new head 
coach of Edmonton 
Eskimos, predicts the 
Western Football Confer- 
ence is going to be a dormy- 
brook.in 1977. 
"The difference between 
winning and losing any 
game isgoing to be close," 
Campbell said in an in- 
terview. "The difference 
between first and last place 
isn't ,going to be much." 
He s confident about the 
Edmonton situation, even 
though the Eskimos had 
problems in 1976 and failed 
to capture the WFC 
championship for the first 
time m three years. 
"If the Eskimos had 
problems last year, five 
other teams had night- 
mares. I've watched enough 
film now to know an awful 
lot more about this team 
than when I came here ... 
and I haven't been 
demoralized. My confidence 
has grown. There are 
numerous ways we can im- 
prove." 
Campbell said the 
Eskimos have to improve on 
the defensive line. 
"But I can see a lotof that 
improvement from within 
without changes. Having a 
whole Ron Estay for 
example. And in the other 
positions there are a lot of 
young personnel. We should 
improve right across the 
line. 
"The same thing is true 
with the linebeckers. The 
two Canadian outside 
linebackers are both young 
and should improve im- 
mensely. As for the middle,, 
Dan Kepley played hurt for 
half a dozen games or more. 
"In the defensive 
secondary we're still a 
young team. Joe Hollimon 
was a conference allstar in 
his rookie year and we've 
barely tasted what Ed Jones 
can do. We've got a pretty 
good import prospect 
coming- in hack there too, 
and with Larry Highbaugh 
and Wayne Matherne we're 
going to have five out- 
standing imports competing 
for three jobs. I'm sure the 
other two will end up 
somewhere else in the 
league. 
"With John Farlinger's 
leadership at safety and 
Pete Lavorato back and 
ready to crest it'll I/e in- 
teresting on the Canadian 
side of the roster because 
Dave Easley is back and 
we'll probably try. Bob 





ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) -- 
Gov.Rudy P.erpich signed a 
bill Monday which might 
result in construction of 'a 
new sports stadium in the 
Minneapolis-St. Paul area in 
about hree years. 
The bill creates a seven- 
member citizens' com- 
mission to pick a site and 
design for the stadium and 
allows issuance of up to $55 
million in revenue bonds for 
its construction. 
The commission must 
pick three sites by Aug. 1 
• and then conduct aseries of 
public hearings and en- 
vironmental studies before 
a final decision is made. Its 
deadline for a decision is 
Dec. I, 1978. 
The three probable sites 
for the final runoff are 
Bloomington, site of the 
existing Metropolitan 
Stadium where the Twins 
and Vikings play; the In- 
dustry Square site in 
downtown Minneapolis, and 
a northern suburban area m 
Coon Rapids. 
Campbell said the. 
Eskimos probably won't 
make any more than three 
changes on. defenee. 
"Maybe one person might 
break into each area." 
Offensively, he sees the 
Eskimos as solid at the 
receiver positions. 
"We've got the receiver 
people on our roster we can 
win with. Tyrone Walls has 
the ability to be outstanding. 
McGowan has the ability to 
win games." 
With John Konihowski, 
Stu Lang and Don 
Warrington around, some 
people expect a trade but 
Campbell is reluctant to 
make player exchanges. 
"I want o see the people I 
have, especially if-they're 
Y°~tngrunniug back, Roy Bell 
will be given another shot. 
as will die other people who 
came through last year ... 
"and we'll bring at least one 
more man in." 
Campbell said what it all 
boils down to is that quar- 
terback,rig will probably 
make or break the Eskimos 
this season. 
"In Tom Wflkins0n, Bruce 
Lemmerman and Don 
Moorhead we have three 
quarterbacks who have 
proven they can play in the 
Canadian Football League. 
What other team can say 
they have three guys with at 
least five years' ex- 
perience? 
"But if one of these three 
doesn't come through ... 





VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
British Columbia Lions 
today traded all-Canadian 
defensive and Bill BaKer tp 
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
in  a Western Football 
Conference deal which sent 
import defensive nd Jesse 
O'Neill and Canadian 
defensive tackle Frank 
Landy to the Lions. 
Baker, 32, was named the 
outstanding defensive 
player in the Canadian 
Football League last season 
in his third year with the 
Lions. 
He began his pro career 
with the Roughriders in196t 
and was traded to Toronto 
Argonauts in 1974 for two 
imports--linebacker Steve 
Smear and running back 
Pete Watson. 
Toronto then sent Baker to 
the Lions before the start of 
that season, with the Lions 
giving the Argos two 
Canadians-- linebacker 
George Anderson and 
defenstve back Bob 
Friend--and a first-round 
draft choice in the 1975 CFL 
Canadian draft. 
Baker was transferred to
Re~ina by the company for 
which he works at the end of 
the 1976 season. He played 
his college football at Ot-" 
terbein. He's 6-foot-3 and 255 
pounds. 
O'Neill, 24, is a two-year 
veteran from Grambling 
who teamed with George 
Wells to give the 
Roughriders a strong out- 
side pass rush. He was taken 
in the sixthround ofthe Na- 
tional Football League draft 
by Houston Oilers in 1975, 
but elected to sign with 
Saskatchewan. He's 6-foot-4 
and 245 pounds. 
Landy, 27, is a four-year 
veteran who played college 
football at North Dakota. 
He's 6.foot-3 and 240 pounds. 
A negotiation list player 
also was involved in the 
deal, but a B.C. spokesman 
did not provide further 
~nformation. 
No show for miler 
,f New Zealand in 
LONDON (AP) -- Filbert 
Bay, of Tanzania, world 
record holder in the 1,500 
metres, said Monday he will 
not run in the 1978 Com- 
monwealth Games' at Ed- 
monton if New Zealanders 
are competing. 
Bay,, in London for a meet 
at the Crystal Palace 
Wednesday, said in an in- 
terview he backs the 
African sports boycott of 
New Zealand. It began at 
the Montreal Olympics last 
summer because a New 
Zealand rugby union team 
was sent to tour South 
Africa. 
"I will not be there (in Ed. 
monton), if the situation has 
not changed," Bay, said. "It 
is humanity that counts, 
more than competition. We 
know of the millions who are 
suffering in South Africa. 
"I don't mind missing 
events just because New 
Zealand runners are 
competing. Even if they 
were breaking world 
records I would not want to 
race against hem." 
The Supreme Council for 
Sport in Africa, which 
organized the African 
boycott of the Olyml?ics in 
Montreal, has said no 
Africans will compete at 
Edmonton if New Zealand 
does not change its policies, 
•-L 
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LANDOVER, Md. 
(AP) -- Muhammad All 
posed and postured but 
punched enough to retain 
the world heavyweight 
championship Monday night 
with a unammous decision 
over Alfredo Evangelista,  
22-yearold Spaniard who 
never quit trying. 
All had it when be needed 
it but there were several 
times during the 15 rounds 
that the self.proclaimed 
greatest appeared to be 
more shadow than sub- 
stance. 
It was the 35.year-old 
champion's experience @nd 
still excellent left hand that 
carried the day in his first 
fight since his disputed 
decision victory over Ken 
Norton last Sept. 28. 
Judges Terry Moore and.• 
Ray Klingmeyer each 
scored it 72-64 for All. 
Referee Harry Cecchini, 
UN. .NEMOI3$ DECISION OVER UNKNOWN 
All r reta ins  wori'd box ing  cro  ,wn 
pressure him against the noticeably tired and at $85,000 and a great deal .have already beenmade by and Ricfiard Dunn of Evangelista was ranked 
handling his first title fight 
after 35 years in the 
business, cored it 71-65 for 
the champ. 
The Associated Press had 
it 69-66 for All. 
• Alispent much of the first 
half of the fight cl0~yning. 
But there were no smiles, no 
asides to the crowd,' no 
gestures over the last seven 
rounds as Evani~elista, who 
had never previously gone 
more than eight rounds, 
kept trying. 
They questioned the No. 10 
ranking of the 22-year-old 
Uruguayan-born 
Evangelista and his ex- 
perience. They can not 
question his heart nor his 
priae. 
A crowd of about 12,000 
and a television audience 
watched All coast throngh 
the first six rounds while 
Evangelista tried to 
roves. " - 'Ali 
In the seventh round, 
spe.nt most of the three 
" minutes on the ropes while 
gvangelista tried to work 
through the champ's hell. 
Three times All stuck out his 
jaw, pointed_ a glove¢l hand 
at it and dared the 
challenger to hit him as the 
, champion's corner shouted in the past, All came alive as 
for him. to gm.'ttakin~ r ks: though he sensed the 
In the e~gnm aria nmm momentum changing. 
rounds, All became more In the 13th round, he 
serious. In the final minute landed a left-right to the 
of the eighth e scored with head and followed with two 
a series of blows to tlie head hooks that stunned 
and shook off a good " Evangelista and also scored 
Evangelista left hook. In the several good. jabs. 
ninth he shook Evangelista The fight was his, 
with a left-right to the head although Evangelista kept 
in the first 45 seconds and swarming until the final bell 
scored a good hook just be- as he made his second loss 
fore the hell. the proudest moment of his 
But ~vangeUsta would 16-fight career. 
not quit. The Spaniard, who 




MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Hundreds of thousands of 
fans lined city streets 
Monday to cheer Montreal 
Canadiens and their prize, 
the Stanley Cup. 
The Canadiens, who won 
the National Hockey League 
playoff championship 
Saturday night with a 2-1 
overtime victory over the 
Bruins in Boston, travelled a 
six-mile route from the Fo- 
rum to City Hall for a civic 
reception• . 
The Canadiens beat 
Boston in four consecutive 
games in the best-of-seven 
series to win the Stanley Cup 
for a record 20th time. 
Toronto Maple Leafs are a 
distant second with 11 Cup 
victories• 
Behind the lead float, 
carrying the Montreal 
firemen's band, came 
Canadians' captain Yvan 
Cournoyer, out of action for 
the playoffs after a back op- 
eration, with acting captain 
Serge Savard and the CUp. 
Riding immediately 
behind them in a jeep were 
coach Scotty Bowman.and 
assistant Claude Ruel. 
Bowman has coached three 
.wiCUt~ winners in six years 
Montreal. 
Several hundred fans 
crashed the reception and 
sought autographs while the 
Canadiens and city officials 
sipped champagne. 
Goaltender Ken Dryden, 
looking as composed in the 
crush as he ever has on the 
ice, reflected on the day. 
"Really. I suppose, there 
are two I~ihds o~celebration 
at a Stanley Cup," Dryden 
said. "The other night 
(Saturday) was our night 
and today is everybody 
else's." 
Savard, who carried the 
CUp on the victory lap of 
Boston Garden ice Saturday 
night and hoisted it to fans 
along the parade route 
Monday, saidthe job was no 
chore. 
"It's not very heavy--it's 
a great feeling to carry it. 
My only worry down there in 
Boston was not to fall 
down--there was a lot of 
water on the ice." 
J 
ANDERS HEDBERG,, 
Flashy Swede winger 
leads WHA all-stars 
TORONTO (CP) -- An- 
ders Hedberg, the Swedish 
right winger who scored 70 
goals for Winnipeg jets, and 
left winger Marc Tardif, a 
49-goal scorer for Quebec 
Nordiques, are the only 
first-team repeaters on the 
World Hockey Association 
allstar team announced 
Monday night. 
They are oined by centre 
Rubble Ftorek of Phoenix 
Roadrunners on a team 
made up of players from six 
different WHA clubs. Darryl 
Maggs of Indianapolis 
Racers and Run Plumb of 
Cincinnati Stringers are the 
defencemen on the first 
team and John Garrett of 
Birmingham Bulls is the 
goalkeep.er. 
Ulf Nfilson of Winnipeg is 
the centre on the second 
team with Rick Dudley of 
Cincinnati at left wing and 
Real Cloutier of Quebec at 
right wing, Paul Popiel and 
Mark Howe of Houston 
PIERRE 
GETS DOG 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Pierre Trudeau got 
50 pounds of black 
Newfoundland dog Monday 
in a ceremony that opened a 
country-wide publicity 
campaign for the 1977 
Canada Summer Games. 
Margaret Trudeau and 
sons Justin,. Sacha and 
Michel watched as the 
~ rime minister accepted the 
°Tghe Games are in St. 
John's, Nfld, Aug,'7 to 19. 
Another Newfoundland 
dog, Harbour Beem Jack, a 
250-pound symbol of the 
Games, was on hand with 
more than 100 other Black 
Bear dogs from as far away 
as Regina, Toronto and St, 
John's. 
Trudeau was presented 
with the 50-pound puppy 
named Rideau 77 before a 
ceremony in which the 
Games official flag was 
raised. A Canadian Forces 
band provided the music for 
about 300 persons at the 
ceremonies. 
i |  
Aeros on defence and Joe 
Daiey of Winnipeg in goal. 
For the first time since the 
WHA was founded in 1972, 
Winnipeg's Bobby Hull is 
absent from the all-star 
lineups. He was a first-`aura 
all.star for the first three 
seasons and a second-`aura 
left winger last season. 
The first team is the 
youngest ever. All are 27 or 
younger. 
Tardif, the 1975-76 
scoring champion who made 
a remarkable recovery 
from severe head injuries 
suffered late that season in 
an attack by Rick Jodsio of 
Calgary Cowboys was 
closest to a unanimous 
choice. He was placed first 
by 24 media selectors. 
Hedberg, the third WHA 
times seemingly having respect. more 
trouble keeping his interest Mi, 221V4 for his 21s~ 
up, Exangelista appeared to championship' fight, hauke 
have thebest of the 11th and $2.7 million but left some 
12th rounds, landing some _questions as to how much 
body shots and a couple o.f longer the road is until it 
head punches wniie An reaches the end of his 
leaned against the ropes illustrious and controversial 
once more. career. 
But as he has done so often 
Shmyr, ~en. of Clev.e!and 
and now ot ban uiego 
Mariners, and J.C. Trem- 
Nay of Quebec were the 
first-taam defencemen, ana 
Nillson was first.team 
centre along with wingers 
Tardif and Hedberg. 
Behind Garret, and Daley 
in the voting for goalkeeper 
were • Run Grahame and 
Wayne Rutledge of Houston 
and Don McLeed of Calgary. 
Dale Hoganson of Bir- 
mingham, $_hmyr and Jim 
Dorey of Quebec were omer 
defencemen high in the 
voting while Chris Bor- 
deleau of Quebec and Rich 
Leduc of Cincinnati were 
next ainong eentres, rookie 
George Lyle of New 
England was third in the 
vot|n~ for left.wingers and 
Birmingham s Mark Napier 





MONTREAL (CP) -- 
There should be no repeat of 
the controversy of last year 
about which members of 
Montreal Canadiens have 
their names engraved on the 
Stanley Cup, symbol of 
National Hockey League 
-The victory was the 54th 
against wo losses for Ali, 
who has said two more 
fights would be all before he 
retires, something he has 
done several times in the 
past. ' 
Thist ime, he. says, he 
really means it. And his 
performance showed that 
his present abilities might 
truly back up such a 
decision. 
Ali's next fight is expected 
to be againsthard-punching 
Earnie Shavers. A date and 
site have not been set but 
such a bout is reported to 
Madison Square Garden. 
If he gets by Shavers, All 
would thn like to fight the 
winner of a Norton-Jimmy 
Young bout. But those two 
fighters have not agreed to 
meet each other. Each 
wants All for his next op- 
ponent. 
Evangelista's future is 
known - but it would seem 
clear that the handyman 
from Uruguay is clearly in 
line for some good paydays 
in Europe. 
He was the fourth foreign 
fighter to meet All in his last 
nine fights, and he certainly 
gave the best account of 
himself. Joe Bugner of 
England, seemingly fighting 
to the last rather than win, 
dropped a 15-round ecision 
to All in 1975 and last year 
the champion scored five- 
round knockouts over Jean- 
Pierre Coooman of Belgium 
England. 
in a taped segment before 
the fight, ABC-TV inferred 
through a series of in- 
terviews that the World 
Boxing Association and 
World Boxing. Council 
ratings were juggled to 
raise Evangelista to 1Oth 
place. Only the top 10 can 
fight for the title. 
WBC officials said 
pressure was exerted by. 
three unnamed promoters to 
move three other fighters 
into t0th place in the 
rankings. Jose Suleiman,. 
president of the WBC, said 
m orderto avoid moving any 
of the other three up, 
Evangelista was placed 
10th. He said theother three 
were being sought by the 
promoters for a title shot 
and that was the reason for 
the pressure. 
10th l styear, then dropp  
to 13th after a defeat at the 
hands of Lorenzo Zanon. He 
was moved back to 10th 
without• a victory and im- 
mediately signed for this 
fight. 
Ali's victory gave wor!d 
champions a clean sweep on 
Monday night's how at the 
Capital Centre. Earlier, 
Alfredo Esoalera of Puerto 
• Rico, the World Boxing 
Council junior lightweight 
champion, knocked out 
Carlos Becerrfl of Pomona, 
California, in the eight 
round of a scheduled 15- 
round title defence and 
Roberto Duran of Panama, 
the World Boxing 
Association lightweight 
champion, scored an easy 
10-round decision over 
Javer Muniz of Los Angeles 
in a non-title bout. 
' BARRY As,see 
Hundreds pay honour 
to fallen ex-Flyer 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- 
Fans and friends gathered 
Monday on the boarded floor 
of the Spectrum to honor 
Bar ry  Ashbee, former 
assistant coach of 
Philadelphia Flyers of the 
National Hockey League. 
A funeral service was held 
that seemed to plague him 
during his career." 
Ashbee, 37, died of 
leukemia last Thursday, 30 
days after he learned he had 
the disease. 
The six-foot-one, 195- 
ounder played 10 years in 
e minor leagues before he 
playoff supremacy. 
Coach Scotty Bowman 
said Monday that eligibility 
rules for names to be 
engraved on the trophy have 
been changed and that team 
captain Yvan Cournoyer, at the same time in Toronto. got a shot in the NHL with 
despite missing the entire "Barry Ashbee won't the Flyers in 1970. 
playoffs with a back injury, have to suffer any more," Ashbee overcame a 
willget a mention. Rev. John Casey told serious back injury to help 
Defencemen Don Awrey several hundred people at the Flyers win a berth in the 
and John Van Boxmeer, the memorial serv ice.  1974 Stanley Cup playoffs, 
then members of the. "There will be no more earning aspot on the all-star 
Canadlens, did not have doctors, needles, radical team's econd unit. But his 
treatments or the injuries 15-year playing career their names engraved on the 
Cup for Montreal's 1~6 vic- 
tory because they did not 
see playoff act ion. .  . 
"The rules been cnangea 
now, and there are a few 
ways to get on," Bown2an 
said at a reception at uity 
Hall after a victory parade 
througla city streets. 
,,If you played in 40 or 45 
games in the regular 
season--I think it's 40 
because that would be half 
the season--you can have 
your name on it. You can 
also get on if you've dressed 
for a game in the tinat series 
or played in a game in an. 
earlier series. 
"But there's maximum Of 
32 names that the club can 
submit to be engraved, 
including the team 
president and any other 
executives, the coaches and 
~trainers. We'll have room, I
guess, for 25 players 
names. "  
Thus Cournoyer, whose 
duties as captain were filled 
b~, Serge Savard, will have 
his name on the Cup under 
the 1977 heading, while such 
players as Brian Engblom 
and Mike Polich, recalled 
from Nova Scotia Voy- 
ageurs of the American 
League, are eligible after 
playing against St. Louis 
Blues in the quarter-final 
series. 
infield single by Mike 
Champion, a triple by Dave 
Winfield and an error by 
catcher George Mitterwald, 
then added two more in the 
seventh on a walk, a double 
by Gene Tenace and a two- 
run single by Doug Rader. 
• ..: , ~:: 
• :::: 
ended before the team won 
its first championship. 
A flying puck robbed him 
of most of the vision in his 
right eye in a semi-final 
game against New York 
Rangers. He stayed on with 
the team the following 
season as an assistant 
coach. 
Ashbee was convinced he 
would overcome his 
leukemia. 
h 'Tm going to walk out of 
ere in 21 days and I'll have 
this thing licked," he said 
while in hospital. "I firmly 
believe that." 
:•:i: .  / ~:.i:/i:ii: >i ,: ¸  • • 
• , ) 
player to score 70 goals in a 
season, joining Tardif ann 
Hull in that class, received 
21 firstplace votes. And 
Ftorek, whose 46 goals und Clines leads Cubs 
71 assists matched his feat 
of being the only American- CHICKGO (AP) -- Gene sparked a fourrun third 
born player to exceed 100 Clines had four hits, in- inning which included atwo- 
points in a season, was "eluding a two-run nomer, run triple by Stave On,i- 
picked first by 18 selectors, and drove in five r~s  rares. 
Ftorek was a second-`aura Monday as Chicago uuns Rookie Donnie Moo~e 
choice last year. ' stretched their winning started for the Cubs but was 
Plumb, who received 14 streak to five games with a chased in the fourth, when 
firstplace votes, had a 9-6 National League pinch-hitter Jerry Turner 
notable plus-64, meaning baseball victory over San drove in two runs with a 
Cincianatt scored 64 more Diego Padres. single. 
goals than were scored CIines doubled home a run San Diego .scored two 
against it when he was on in the first inning, homered more runs in the fifth on an 
the ice: in the third after Ivan 
Maggs, picked first by 13 
voters although his points 
total in the voting for first, 
second and third place was 
higher than Plumb's--98 to 
89--led the Racers in 
scoring with 16 goals and 55 
assists. 
Gaffe,t, who had a goals- 
against average of 3.53 
although Birmingham had 
the poorest record in the 
league, is a firsttime all-star 
along with Maggs, Plumb 
and Dudley. Mark Howe has 
been named once before, in 
his rookie season of 1973-74, 
but he was picked as a left 
winger on that occasion. 
Cloutier, the WHA scoring • 
champion with 66 goals and 
75 assists, was the only 
secondteam all-star to 
repeat. Daley was 
goaltender on the first all- 
star team a year ago, Paul 
De Jesus had doubled, 
singled for two more runs in 
the fifth and also singled in 
the seventh. 
Clines' first homer since 
1973, only the third of his 
major league• career, 
Have you heard the one 
about the guy who kept 
saymg to Idmself that 
he was ..m good shape 
until lie took 
his insurance physical? 
PcTR TICIPr.TC TIDf l
The Canadian movement for personal fitnes.' 
-.::•-7:•:: 
Despite two massive 
doses of chemotherapy, 
Ashbee lost that battle. 
Bryan Watson, a defen- 
ceman with Washington 
Capitals, was among muse 
who paid their final 
respects. 
Winning the NHL 
championship was Ashbee's 
greatest thrill. 
"Some people strive 60 
years or so to achieve 
certain goals in life and 
never make it. I got what I
wanted when I was 34--a 
Stanley Cup." 
. , .  
. . :. : : . . :  . ...:. 
. . . : . : :  
• : • ' I I /TTTi '  
Let it 
• w 
Next tim6 you feel like a tall, cool 
glass of refreshment, think milk...and 
drink milk. 
Milk not only tastes good, it is goodi 
, nutrition. Go Goodvalue Good " i i0df6~i=! 
whole family : ~ ~:::::::'::::i :: :4 
That'swhy Canada's FoodGuide !:/.~ 
recommends milk every day for the:W 
family-four eight-ounce glasses fOr~:i~ii ! 
teenagers., three eight-ounce glasse! 
youngsters...and one and one-half ii::.: 
glasses for adults. : :ii: 
SO !et it pour , 
. : • : : . , 
: i i•::i ~!!i:i:i: 
, ::' : .>?:'.::!;?:', : ':!::. .::% • ?::•::~:i:::i~;:i!?:i: 
: : "  : ' : ::~;,i~ 
.... .. : ::::~.~.~ 
!i:::~ii i:.~!ii::!i~i ::::::::::::::::::::::: ... ~ .:: :::: ~.: ,:::::i~':i': 
i : : :  . ~!: 
ili: : ....... : 
: .  : :  
: i i=  ; : ' , .  
Milk-the beautifulfamily food, : "  
1. Coming  Events 
I 
The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357 - Terrace 
Phone 632-$706 ; Kltlmet 
Subscription rates: Single COpy 
20 cents. Monthly •by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yoarly by mall In Canada 
$40.00. Sonlor Citizens $20.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
~1.00. 
Authorized as second class mail 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ot tawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classlflods due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publlcetion. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
claesiflod ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
~very Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
vil l i  commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. 'Play will 
be In room 4, Colsdorila High 
School. All bridge players .are 
Invited • to attend. For 
partnership or Information 
phase 635-7356. (eft) 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order ot Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th 
• Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (eft) 
. INCHES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
mere Information phone 635. 
,_.~4. Z_ _~r635-3~_ 3.. 
Meeting --  Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Ledge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
14. Business Personal 
Golden Rule: Odd jobs for the 




Small motor tune.ups a 
specialty. Phone 635.4602 




No lob los big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
~alntlng, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 6354094 
~k for John after.6 p.m. [ctf] 
I 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
'Refrigerative Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 635- 
5876 or 638-1231. (':If) 
r "  • " 
Webb Refrigeration 




Repairs to Retrlgerators . 






R.V. Parts & Auto 
Par ts .  Auto  repa i rs .  
Amer ican  and Impor t  
Cars. 
3026 Hwy.  16 East  
Phone 638.1710 
19. Help Wanted 
o 
PROVINCE OF 




MOnth. Competition No. 77:950 
.... , * .~0:~~. .~, .~ .~-~.  ,~:..:=-.For.~.Minlatry. : -o f  Human 
in Crisis Resources, Skeenaview Ledge, 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want fo be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
oonfldentlal. Phone Mary or 
John - 635.4419 or Jane. 635. 
4607; (ctf) 
• Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at fho Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
34~2. 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 








The Annual General Meeting of 
the Terrace Concert 
Auoclatlon will be held Wad- 
nesday, May t8 at 8 p.m. In the 
Arts Room of the Library 
basement. All Terrace Concert 
Association season ticket 
holders are ~ members and 
eligible to vote. (c12) 
Minus One Social• Club for single 
adults Is holding a card party at 
,Terrace Hotel, Thursday, May 
19 at 8 P.m. For Inquiries phone 
635-5359 or 638.8294. (p12)  
14, Business Personal 
DO IT NOW 
rlendyman Services: Home 
Repairs, Painting, Odd Jobs 
around the house and grounds 





Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaping, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, clearing. T'ruck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat. 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(eft) 
B&B & SON 
~CEDAR SHAKES 
Box 571 





ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con- 
/ratting. Free Estimates.. 
Phone 63S.5876or 638.1231. (cff) 
SiX persons required to be 
respomlble for general duty 
nursing treatment services as 
assigned, and malntainlng 
related records. 
Isolation Allowance $44.mo. is 
paid. 
ESSON DALE 
Competition No. 77:952. 
In Forensic Psychiatric In- 
stitute, Ministry of Health, 
THREE persons required to' 
provide and maintain com- 
prehensive nursing care 
programs in forensic seffing; to 
participate In treatment-team 
activities, maintain related 
records, and assume super- 
visory duties as necessary. 
Candidates for ALL positions 
require license to practice 
nursing in B.C. under 
Registered Nurses or 
Registered Psychiatric Nurses' 
Act and, preferably, have some 
experience in related duties. 
Canadian citizens are given 
preference. 
Obtain applklatlons from the 
Public Service Commission, 
Valleyvlew Lodge, Essondale 
V0M 1J0 OR the Government 
Agent, 4506 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace V0G 1PS and return to  
ESSONDALE by May 25, 1977. 
(c11) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Iicence and police permit 
• required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi • 635-2242. (eft. 
Needed Immediately: 3 sale~ 
representatives for Terrace, 
Kltlmat and Prince Rupert 
area. Female or male. Full tlme 
or part time. Age is no berrler. 
Apply at 4719 Lakelse Ave. in 
Terrace( B.C. (cj7) 
Part time receptionist-typist 
required. Insurance and rear 
estate experience prefert'ed. 
Apply In person to Pruden & 
Currle or Braid Insurance, 
Terrace. (c11) 
'Wanted: Interested party 
prepared to demolish old 
reslder~ce in downtown area for 
salvage. Phone 635.4971. (c13) 
Manager requires for Terrace 
Dairy Queen Brazier 
Restaurant. Experlen'ce helpful 
but not necessary. Please reply 
by letter to 8558. 120 St., Delta, 
B.C. (c14) 
Wanted: responsible person to 
live In Osborne Guest House. 
Presence required from 11:30 
p.m. until 7:30 a.m. In exchange 
for room and beard. Call Lorna 
Romllly at 635.2171. '(c11,14) 
TERRACE 635"6357 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 




32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  
For Sale: 1977 Yamaha 650. 
Less than 1000 miles. Includes 
back rest, luggage rack and 
skid bar. Still under warranty. 
Phone 638.1542. (p14) 
1974 750 Honda With' extras. 
Phone 635.7982. (c12) 
33. For  Sa le .  Misc. 
"One 8 burner wood cook stove. 
One antique wood cook stove. 
Open to offers. 635.2485. (c14) 
j SEARS-  Good selection of 
box springs and mattresses 
now in stock. 
Watch this space for. our 
unadvertised specials.._ 
Price Skeena Forest Produds 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through' 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p .m.X .  
marked - $20 per 1000 bd. ft. 
Economy. $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(cft) 
SPot cash for Used Furniture, 
Antiques, all useable Items. 
The Furniture Stall 
635-3202 
Top quality alfalpha, clover and' 
timothy mixture In barn. $70 per 
ton or Sl.75 per bale. Write 
Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van. 
derhoof, B.C. (ctf) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
department total, recon- 
ditioned, very reliable type of 
machine. Wlnderland General 







,.- Equipment,- • 
635-5617 
.For Sale: cpruce logs suitable 
for log houses. 635.2603. (.cff~ 
For Sale: heavy duty trailer 
hitch with sway bars for pickup. 
Air cushion for cab over 
camper. Pump for tidy tank. 
Please call after 3 p.m. 630-1749. 
(p14) 
For Sale: .One harvest gold 
Viking range. With continuous 
clean oven, rotlserrle and meat 
wobe. PhOne 635.4557. (c14) 
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental trees, shrubs & 
evergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
Lake Drive in Terrace. Open 7 
to 10 Mon. to Sat., closed 
Sundays. 635.2603. 
37. Pets 
For Sale: Three six-week-rid 
purebred female boxer pups. 
Two rod and one brindle. Phone 
635-2439. (p]2) . 
38 Wanted - Misc. 
~'anted to buy: iackplne logs. 
Phone 635-2603. (ct.f) 
39. Boats & Engines 
'l:o:r Sale: 17' Lund boat. Men. 
cruiser. Inboard-outboard, 1
year old. 92 hours. Call 635".6636. 
(ctf~ 
Elgin 12 HP outboard motor. 
Good condition. 635.1027. (c14) 
Hughes .29'-sloop*, ready to 
cruise. Atomic 4 IB, 5 sails incl. 
spinnaker, compas, sounder, 
CB, auto pilot, Espar' furnace, 
dinghy, dodger and more. 
$19,500. 635.2615 NOn. to Fri. 
6:00 p 7:00 p.m. (p13) 
For Sale:" 1964 25 HP'Mer~:ury, 
and gas tank, less than 150 
hours running time. $300 firm. 
..Ca!l a.fter .~ p..m: ~35:2~0e..(~1) 
13. Rooms for Rent 
Room for rent for gentleman. 
Large furnlshed room for rent 
with kitchen facilities. Private 
entrance, near town. Phone 635- 
r.4013..(ctf) 
47. Homes for Rent 
For  Rent: 1 bedroom cabin. 
Electric stove. Available June 
1. Phone 635.6748. (p12) 
47. Homes for Rent 
Small one bedroom furnished 
duplex for rent at 968 Noun.' 
tainview Blvd. Phone 635-2577.. 
(ctf) 
For Rent: 3 bedroom house. 
Consider long term lease. Stove 
& frldge If needed. Phone after 
6. 635-6809. (p13) 
Unfurnished 2 bedroom house 
for rent. For small family. Must 
be employed. No heavy 
drinkers. Reference req01red. 
Phone 635.3684. 7:30 p.m. (p11) 
3bedroom house for rent. Could 
arrange lease with option. 
References requires. Phone 635. 
4615 after 5 p.m. (c12)' 
4 bedroom 'executive home for 
rent. Located on quiet street 
near hospital. For Information 
phone 962-6662 in Prince 
George. • (c13) 
48. Suites for Rent 
iFor  • Rent: one "bedroom 
basement suite for a reliable 
working parson. Phone 63~-1937. 
(pl2) 
For Rent: One 2 bedroom 
duplex with frldge & stove and 1 
bedroom furnished house. In 
Thornhill. Phone 635-5775 or 635- 
5874. (c12) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeepln£ 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drinkers only. 
Phone 635.6611. (cff)  
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 1V2 baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6- 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 - 
4530 Scott. (ctf): 
For Rent: 2 bedroom duplex 
with full basement and 
fireplace. In town. Phone 635- 
$213. (ctf) 
Cedar Place 
Apar tments  
4631 Walsh Avenue 
" i;U'ite 113 • 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge x/e stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area 
sauna and pool table. Only 
apartment in town with 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) 
For Rent:' duplex on bench. 
Large, 3 bedrooms, fenced. 
Phone 635.7987 evenlngs. (cff) 
I 
Suites for Rent • 
Keystone  Cour t  
Apartments. Office No. 
2-4611 Scoff. One, two  
and three  bedroom 
apartments .  . i 
635-5224 ! 
Clinton Manor  






49. Homes for Sale 
c~mily home on one acre on 
Bench boasts 1000 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790. ctf 
Older 1200 sq.* ft. split.level, 3 
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Rehto. Needs minor 
repairs.' Ideal starter home., 
Owner eager to sell. Make an 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
home on trade. Call 112.562-6651 
or 635.7353 to vlew. (ctf) 
I 
FOR SALE 
5 bedroom family home on two 
and one.third acres. Barn and 
small ~nabode. Garden plot. 
View at 4213 Sparks St. 
or phone 
635.3620 
after 5 p.m. (p[5) 
For Sale: beautiful log house on 
V~ acre lot at Lakelse Lake. 
Includes propane stove and 
frldge, fiKeplace and more. 
Serious Inquiries only. Contact 
A.15 Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park. (p11) 
KITIMAT 632-5706 
49. Homes for  Sale 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x5~ 
complete'addition containing 3 
bdrms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on V= acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
all reasonable offers.. Call 635. 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
weekends. (stf) 
Family home on one acre on 
bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 I~edrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. ~38.1790. (cff) 
51. =Business Locat ions 
For Rent: Ground floor cdm 
merclal or office space. 4646 
Lakelse. Phone. 635.4925. (eft)' 
OFFICE sPACE 
FOR LEASE 







52. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED 
4 bedroom furnished or semi- 
furnished house out-of.town as 
soon as possible. Phone Allan at 
635.6357 after 2 p.m. (stf) 
55. Property  for Sale 
Big game guiding area In the 
Skeena watershed fo r  sale or 
trade in property. Interested 
parties write to this paper, oo 
Box 1157, Terrace, B.C. 
(p12,15,16,19,21,3,5,8) 
56. Business Opportun i ty  i 
For Sale: Older rental unit for' 
sale. Four 2 bedroom svites. 
Good location. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635-9471. (stf) 
• 57. Automobi les  
For Sale: 1968 International v~ 
ton. V.8 automatic. Phone 635. 
3378. ~tf 
For Sale: 1968 Ford LTD. 1963 
57. Automobi les  
For Sale: 1975 Sierra Grande 
Subu?ban GMC, 4 wheel drive. 
Complete with 800 lb. warn 
winch and roof rack. Phone 635- 
7987 evenings. (ctf) 
1973 Chevy i/~ ton pickup, d 
cylinder, 3 speed. 1972 Chevy V= 
ton pickup. 4x4. 307, VB, 4 speed. 
1973 Datsun 610. Good mileage 
car. 635.6880. (p11) 
1974 Bobcat. Standard tran- 
smission, radial tires. $2,000. 
Phone 635-3178 after 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very 
little use. $800. (eft) 
1974 Toyota Corona. Four door, 
stick, radial tires. Excellent 
condition. Owner leaving. 
country, must sell. Best offer. 
635-2621. 
country 1~ Operated 
For Sale: 1974 Ford Capri. V6 N ReJ~urant 20 Yale man 
motor with headers and 4.speed " owiler, 111 
trans. Also has aluminum mags a song ~- s '~ 
& B.F. Goodrich T.A radials. 19 "Maltese ,o 
$3,000 or best offer. Phone 635- Falcon" 
• 4450 after 6 o'clock. (p14) ~leuUt 12 
Actzem 
58. Mob i le  Homes Foch ,~ 
- - . . . .  ~ome 
For Sale: 24x52 Safeway 
doublewlde mobile home. 3 ,M~r°fem~ ~ 
bedroom, IV2 baths, utility. =b~fo- t9 120 2l 
room. Set up in Woodland Qdnese 
Heights Trailer Court. Sacrlfice~ ~Uve 26 
a t  S17,900. Owner being" 1,5 HeIsht zs 
transferred. Call 635-5627 after 6 ~ Boz 
p.m. (c12) 41 Britbber's • co=,.., N@N 
• 2 bedroom trailer for rent. (2 wds.) ~z 3~ ~'~ 
'. Phone 635-3202 or 635.2368. (eft) ~ Bl/nd 
drunk s~ ~o J 
g Hawaii's 
state bird ~z 
14 It fits the ~ 
mm'tise 
For Sale: 1974 Monarch 
Moduline trailer. Fridge & 
stove. Located in 1 • Pine Park. 
Will sell furnP~;hed if necessary. 
Will consider rental purchase. 
635.3246. (eft) - 
For Sale or Rent: 12X68 mobile 





1972 three bedroom Capewood 
set up and skirted on 75x200 
tonced lot. Joey shack Is In- 
sulated and wired. Make an' 
offerl Phone635-,1454 after 6. sff 
For Sale: 12x68 Safeway Manor 
in good condition. Phone 635- 
9206. (p14) 
For Sale: 1975 12x6B Lemonte 
mobile home. Furnished or 
Chev Station Wagon. 
Pontiac 4.dr. Sedan. 
consider trade for pickup. 
Phone 635.9302 after 6 p.m. 
(o12) 
1963 unfurnished. Phone 635.5817. 
w,t  .!ctf) " 
1974 Porsche 914 - 2 Iltre. Red, 
five speed. One owner, low 
mileage - $6S00. Phone days 632. 
6111 local 362. Evening 632-7865. 
(p14) 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell It 
66. Campers 
"1970 Kaplun hardtop tent 
trailer. Apply 32 Pine Park 
Trailer Court or phone 638.1804 
after 4 p.m. (c11) 
1975 Fifth Wheel Winnebago for 
sale. Will consider, farm 
equipment or 8 ft. camper as 
part payment. Phone 635.4048 




DL 00605A d~ 
PR ICED FOR QUICK 
SALE  
1964 Mercury 750 Tandem 





1974 Chevy o/~ ton van. Custom 
camperized. VS, P.S., P.B., 
automatic. Low miles. Must  
sell. Phone 635.7207 days, 638- 
1624 evenings. (c14) 
1971 Vega for sale. Asking 8600. 
Phone 635-5645. (p13) 
1971 Ford van for sale. Phone 
635.2923. . (p14) 
For Sale: 1972 Datsun fastback. 
One owner, dearly loved, low 
mileage. $1450. Phone days - 
632.7222. Evenings - 632-6569. 
(c13) 
Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wlghtman & Smith 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (ctff) 
REPOSSESSION FOR SALE 
1963 IHC Tandem Dump Truck. 
1974 12x68 Vista Villa mobile 
home. Phone 635.6310. After 5 • 
635.9405. (cm,f) 
1972 Datsun Pickup. 1974 
Datsun 2 door. 1973 Ford 
crewcab, 1973 Ford ~/~ ton. Call 
635.6636 or 2609 Skeena St. (ctf) 
For Sale: 36 passenger school 
bus. Phone 635.2600 till 5 p.m. 
635'.6937 - evenings. (ctf) 
The great source o! 
p/easure is variety. 
Samuel Johnson 
• 68. Legal  
MECHANIC'S LIEN 
ACT SALE 
TERRACE CHRYSLER LTD. 
Announcestho Following Sale v 
CHATTEL OWNER: Ed 
Spalding 
AMOUNT DUE: $2,008.39 (plus 
Sale Costs) ' • ., 
CHATTEL: 19~5 Bulcl~ Sky 
Hawk 
SERIAL:. 4607C52117208 
SALE DATE: June 2nd, 1977 at 
10:00 a.m.  
TERMS: Cash prior to removal 
• SALE PLACE: Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd., 4916 Highway 1~ 
West, Terrace, British 
Columbia V8G 1L8. 
Sealed bids should be for. 
warded to the above address 
together with the Certifies 
Cheque payable to Terrace 
Chrysler Ltd. for 10 per cent ol 
the bid. 
Chattel can be Inspected at 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd., 
4916 Highway 16 West, Terrace, 
British Columbia. (c12) 
Canadian research has 
made significant contributions 
to the wodd.wide f i~  t against 
cancer. These include the dev- 
elopment of the Cubit.60 
beam therapy unit which 
advanced radiation treatment 
of cancer; radioautography, 
a diagnostic aid in tracing the 
spread of cancer; and a drug 
called VL8 found effective in 
treating vorious forms of maJ. 
ignancy. These and many 
other advances have depended 
on the continuing Support of 
the Canadian public. Give 
generously to the April c.',,n. 
paign or  the Canadian Canc'~r 
Society to help scientists in 
their fight against cancer. 
-/, ~; 
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• SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Exterior Painting- Residence 
a t  7 Kitlope Street, Kitimat, 
British Columbia for Painting 
Exterior as per Specifications 
wil l  be accepted by the 
Honourable the Minister, 
Department of Public Works, c- 
o Foreman of Works, 4827 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up to 2 
p.m., June 3, 1977. 
Tendering documents may.be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Public Works, 4827 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and also 
viewed at Government Agent's 
Office, Kltlmat, B.C. on and 
after May 13, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
For Minister ot Public Works, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, 
British Columbia. (c10,11) 
~ 41 
~ 4 3  
"NEW YORK (AP) - -  
Keith Carrad ine ,  Susan 
Sarandon and Brooke 
Shie lds wil l  s ta r  in 
Paramount Pictures'  new 
film about New Orleans' 
red-light distriet in the early 
20th century. Pretty Baby is 
the true story of a child 
raised in Storyville and her 
association with a man who 
photographed the women 
working in its bordellos. 
UNIVERSITY PARK, 
Pa.  (AP) - -  Too many 
people are not ready when 
they marry today, says Dr. 
Graham B. Spanier ,  
assistant professor of hu- 
man development at  Penn- 
sylvania State University. 
He offers two ways peepl( 
can become better~ 
prepared- - through mar -  
r iage education at the high 
school level and through 
premarita l  counselling. 
Owner'leavlng soon - price 
lowered. A cozy 3 bedroom, 
modernly built home In 
Thornhlll. Features a lovely 
mural In living room 
fireplace - dining rm. with 
polio doors, sundeck - lots of 
kitchen cupboards - attractive 
bathroom workshop 
laundry rm. This 1800 sq. St. 
home sits on two-thirds acre,.. 
Furnished or unfurnished. 
Taxes $51.00 only. To view 
phone anytime: 
635-3986 (c.lS) 
On Kleanza Drive 
1067 sq. ft. modular home on 
full basement. Includes 
fridge, stove, washer & dryer, 
3 bedrooms. Situated on 2.07 
acres with year-round creek. 
Mostly landscaped with good 
garden spot, greenhouse and 
tool shed. 
Asking 538,900 
Will consider mobile home or 
motor home as down 
payment. For more In. 
formation phone 
(p13) 635-3469 
25 TEAL STREET 
Neat four bedroom home has a 
lot "of new panelling. New 
'ceiling tile in living room. 
Good location. Treed lot on 
quiet street. 
537,000.00 
95 OMINECA SrREET 
New hot water tank, new fuel' 
tank and plumbing fixtures In 
bathroom and kitchen. Fenced 
backyard and new shingles on 
roof. Large carport and paved 
driveway. Wall to wall shag 
carpet in. living area.. 
Fireplace. $29,900.00.. 
DRoP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 C ITY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  B,C. 
H.J. (Herb) Johnston 632.381S 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay ' ~ 632,3668 
K.D. (Kay) Schooley 6334192 
R.E. "(Ed) Seaife 6334092 
I I I I 
i 
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The winning ticket in the Kitimat 
Workshop's fund-raising raffle is drawn 
by Workshop participant Laura Dowker 
(right) while Mlckey Anderson, director 
of the Kitlmat Association for the 
Mentally Retarded, looks on. The raffle 
raised $157 for the workshop's work with 
mentally retarded adults. The hooked 
rug in the background, created by 
workshop articipants, was the winning 
prize, going to Jeanette Camazzola. 
RACIAL CONFRONTATION 
I I I  
Zambia at war with Rhodesia 
region's racial turmoil. 
Young was scheduled to 
arrive in Maputo, 
Mozambique, late Monday 
for a ~UN conference on 
southent Africa. 
In other developments in
the region Monday: 
South Africa, said Winnie 
Mandela, wife of jailed 
black nationalist leader 
Nelson Mandela, has been 
banished from the Jo- 
hannesburg area and or- 
dered to live in a small town 
in the counti'yside; 
Cubans 
in Angola have taken over_ 
positions in govermhant and 
business. An estimated 
10,000 to 15,000 Cuban 
soldiers remained in Angola 
after helping Communists 
there win a civil war last 
LUSAKA (AP) -- Zam- 
bian President Kenneth 
Kaunda--a major supporter 
o f .  black Rhodesian 
guerrillas--declared 
Monday that his country is 
in a state of war with the 
white regime of neighboring 
Rhodesia. 
In another indication of a 
worsening racial con- 
frontation in southern 
Africa, President Samora 
Machel of Mozambique 
dismissed talk of a possible 
peaceful solution in 
Rhodesia as "a mistake." 
The new rumblings of a 
major black-white clash 
came as U.S. Vice-President 
Walter Mondale and An- 
drew Young, U.S. am- 
bassador to the United 
Nations, prepared to initiate 
a U.S. diplomatic ampaign 
to help end the four-year 
Rhodesian guerrilla war 
and pave the way for black 
majority rule in southern 
Africa. 
Mondale meets with John 
Vorster, prime minister of 
white-ruled South Africa, on 
Thursday and Friday in 
Vienna, discuss the 
EXECUTIVE'S LAMENT , Secretary-General Kurt 
Waldheim told a conference 
has put the Zambian Army. 
on full alert and ordered 
that any Rhodesian aircraft 
intruding on Zambian air- 
space be shot down. 
There was no immediate 
troops are operating with 
the guerrillas in \border 
areaS.  
Machel, opening the UN 
conference in the 
capi ta l  Mozambicap 
reaction from the Rhodes,an Monday, said: 
"We believe it i s  a government. 
He said he has issued the mistake to s p~k of peaceful 
orders after being told by solutions when there is 
British Foreign Secretary war." 
David Owen that Rhodesia, The conference, attended 
which borders Zambia to the by representatives of ,80 
southeast, might launch Countries, was called to 
cross-border strikes against muster support for the black 
guerrilla camps in Zambia. nationalist struggles in 
Kaunda's declaration m .Rhodesia and the 'South 
not expected to lead to an African-controlled territory 
immediate all-out war. of South-West Africa. 
Zambia's amy-estimated MacheVs peech was an 
at 5,000 men-- is less than apparent rejection oz 
half the size of the current U.S.-British peace 
Rhodesian conflict by 
transfering government 
control to Rh~lesia's 6.5 
million blacks from the  
Z72,000 whites. 
Black insurgents based in 
Zambia have been stepping 
Up their at.ta~s ~eCela~.  ,arl 
last yea.  ' - ,  
guerrillas fired mortars ..and * 
machine-guns at a poace 
post in northwestern 
Rhodesia during " the 
weekend, wounding a 
.ser.~eant and two black 
civl~iaos. 
Besides Zambia and 
Mozambique, threeother so- 
called "frontline black 
states--Angola, Botswama 
and Tanzania-- have been 
.providing shelter or other 
aid for black Rhedesian Rhedeaian army, and the efforts. 
Zambian army and air force He also rejected the guerrillas. . 
year. are under,quipped in possible participation of Kaunda said he nss asked 
Kaunda, at a news con- c o m p a r i s o n w i t h Rhodes,an Prime Minister "friendly nations" for arr~_ " 
ference in Lusaka, said he Rhodesia's. • lan Smith's government in and called on the U.S. and .•- 
. In March, 1976, any conf ere.nce wrl.tin~, a Britain to help prevent, a
• Mozambique, on Rh.odme~'s new Rhodealan consumuon. Rhodesian attack by 
eastern border ana an, er Owen, backed by the U.S., stoppi~g off companies from KUR T base for nationalist has been trying to gather "supplying Rhodesia, .The 
guerrillas, made a similar support from black Smith regime, which 
~eelaration. Since then the nalfonalists, Smith and unilaterally declared in- WARNING ~hode,~,n, have raided other black and white dependence from Britain in 
guerrilla camps in' leaders in the region for a 1965, gets most of its oll and 
Mozambique and have constitutional convention war material from South 
MAPUTO (Reutor)-  UN charged that Mozambican aimed at endin~ the Africa. 
here Monday that a grave Tourist industry slumping internationaldisasterwould occur if efforts to find. 
under higher tax burdens 
at more than II ~er cent, 
compared with seven per 
cent in the U.S., might be 
unavoidable, but the 
greatest opportunity for cost 
relief lies with the various 
levels of government. 
"Considering the mu.lti- 
billiondoilar golden egg tne 
tourism goose drops into 
their collective coffers 
annually, self-interest 
should motivate them to 
ease the burden of taxes on 
the industry," he said. 
He said examples were 
high provincial sales taxes, 
the 10 per cent sales tax on 
meals in Ontario "and 
Quebec and wholesale liquor 
prices sometimes higher 
than government retail 
prices. 
A classic example of one 
agency working against an- 
other, he said, was the 
doubling of ferry rates to 
Vancouver Island last year 
followed by declines up to 40 
per cent in tourism m the 
area. 
Dakin said air tran- 
sportation has suffered to 
the detriment of tourist 
travel. An eight per cent ax 
on air tickets m Canada, 
soon to be levied on in- 
coming tourists, is a device 
seemingly calculated to 
discourage tourism, he said. 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  Tax package appeal for 
relief from all levels of-domestic and international 
He said even more up- 
setting that the actual 
deficit is the fact that the 
amount has quadrupled in 
two years. 
High costs of tran-  
sportation, hotel rooms, 
nieals, drinks and shopping 
in Canada make it clear the 
country is in danger of 
pricing tourism out of busi- 
ness, he said. 
Dakin said minimum 
wages 75 to 85 cents an hour 
than in the United States 
and construction financing 
government is needed for 
the recovery of Canada's 
tourist industry from a two- 
year slump, J. K. Dakin, 
executive vice-president of
CP'Air, said Friday. 
Dakin said in a prepared 
speech to the annual con- 
vention of the Travel In- 
dustry Association of 
Canada that all segments of
the industry must cooperate 
to develop marketing 
programs with price and 
visitors. 
He said the deficit of. Can- 
ada's travel industry 
balance of payments 
plunged to $1.1 billion in 1976 
from $284 million in 1974. 
The shortfall in tourist 
receipts compared with 
Canadian ~ holiday ex- 
pend i tures  abroad  
represented nearly one 
auarter of Canada's entire 
foreign exchange defici'.it., 
Dakin said. 
WITHOUT POLICY 
Canada can absorb 
150,000 immigrants 
TORONTO (CP) -- Im- 
migration can continue at 
140,000 to 150,000 persons a 
year while the federal 
government and the 
provinces develop an over- 
all population policy, Bud 
Cullen, minister of man- 
power and immigration, 
said today. 
Cullen told members of 
the Institute of Public Ad- 
ministration of Canada that 
FerOl~Sed new immigration 
gislation, now before a 
Commons committee~ will 
likely to make immigrants 
feel more wanted andmore 
respected in the future." 
~t~aceful solutions in 
odesia and Namibia 
(South-West Africa) were 
not accelerated. 
• But President Samora 
Machel of Mozambique said 
the ly~ples of Rhodesia nd 
Namibia had no alternative 
to armed struggle and "we 
believe it is a mistake to 
speak of peaceful solutions 
when there is war." 
However, black guerrilla 
wars and international 
pressure have made the 
situation "favorable for a 
negotiated settlement," 
though there still are im- 
portant obstacles; he added. 
The two men were ad- 
dressing the first session of 
a .six-day conference in- 
tended to mobilize in- 
ternational support for 
black ,majority rule in the 
• two territories. 
Waldheim said: "Unless 
we accelerate efforts to find 
USt and peaceful solutions 
end ihe unacceptable 
situation in Zimbabwe 
(black African name for 
Rhodesia) and Namibia, I 
fear that a disaster of ~ave 
dimensions will occur which 
will have repercussions far 
beyond this region." 
Maehel reminded the 
delegates that they are 
meeting only a few miles 
from the South African 
border. 
"Welcome to Mozam- 
bique, the boundary bet- 
ween human rights and 
fascism,." he declared. 
CPAir 
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contribute to a m~erate 
population growth while the 
two levels of government set 
long-range goals for the size 
and distribution of the 
population. 
In a text released in ad- 
vance of delivery, he said 
critics claimed erroneously 
that the proposed'bil l  
"treats people as pawns to 
be selected and directed to 
meet Canada's needs rather 
than their own needs." 
On the contrary, the 
proposed measures "are 
OTTAWA (CP) -  The 
Commons was asked 
Monday "to express its 
sense of outrage" over 
corporate executives get- 
Ling salary increases as high 
as $60,363 last year while 
their company's employees 
were he ld  to six-per-cent 
wage increases under 
federal guides. 
The legislation would 
require the government to 
consult the provinces and 
set figures on the number of 
immigrants to be admitted. 
Prospective immigrants 
would receive extra con- 
sideration if they signed 
agreements to stay for at 
.least six months in parts of 
the country where their' 
skills are needed. 
FOR HUGE PAY RAISE 
MPs egging Edgar Kaiser 
hers as well as those in the 
HIGHWHS. NOTIOE TO OONTRAOTORS 
Oanada - Bdlish Odumbia 
WESTERII NORTNLIN|S NIGNWH 
OONSTRUOTION PRO,!EOT t 
q 
SKEENA ELECTORAL DISTRICT 
Grading Project No. 3320: Construction: Kigwanga to D.L. 1206 
Kitwanga - Meziadin LAke Highway No.37 (12.82 Miles) 
Full Size Drawings are Available. 
TenderOpening Date: Tuesday, May 31, 1977. File No.: 297 
t 
SEALED TENDERS, on the forms and in the envelopes provided, 
accompanied by a bid bond or certified cheque as defined in the In. 
structions to Bidders, will be received by the Ministry of Highways and 
Public Works in Room 237, Douglas Building, Victoria, B.C., up to 2 p.m. 
(local Victoria time) on the day of the tender opening, at which time 
tenders will be opened in public. The lowest or any tender not necessarily 
accepted. 
Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, and conditions of 
tender can be obtained from the Ministry of Highways and Public Works,. 
3876 Norland Avenue x B~rnaby, B.C. VSG 3"1"3 (telephone 294.4711), or 
f,'0m the Unde rsign~ fo~ the Su/i~ ~f ~i~. 
If available, full.size drawings can also be obtained for an additional 
$10. 
The Ministry "General Specifications for Highway Construction," to 
which the construction of this contract shall conform, are also available 
for the sum of $10. 
Cheques or money orders shall be made payable to the Minister of 
Finance. No such purchases are refundable. 
Ministry office hours are from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday to Friday, 
except holidays. 
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Highways and Public Works 
• R.G. Harvey, Deputy Minister." 
(c11) 
Referring to a published 
report based on a survey of 
corporate xecutives by the 
Vancouver Sun, Stanley 
Knowles, New Democratic 
Party House leader, asked 
the Commons to express its 
indignation. 
He said the anti-inflation 
board guides should be 





Rober t  Kap lan ,  
parliamentary secretary for 
finance, replied that the 
anti-inflation board has 
agreed to stud~, the report. 
The board inltiaDy found 
one misleading section of 
the report, he added. 
An AIB spokesman said 
the only quarrel the board 
has with the report is that it 
left the impression that 
anyone getting more than a 
$2,400 annual salary in- 
crease is violating the 
guides. "That's simply not 
true," he said. 
The report listed several 
AIB exemptions under 
which senior corporate 
officers can get increases 
above $2,400 a year. 
But the spokesman said it 
did not mention that large 
bonuses last year were 
based on bonuses received 
in three of five previous 
years. The amount is not 
supposed to match a bonus 
received only the previous 
year, he said. 
The AIB spokesman said 
the board is reviewing all 
the cases cited in the survey 
alth,ugh it was not known 
whether all of them had 
previously reported to the 
AIB. 
"We'll satisfy ourselves 
all is well and if if isn't, the 
companies will be notified 
and an adjustment made," 
OI"rAWA (CP) -- 0p- 
position MPs said Monday 
that the federal department 
of regional economic ex- 
pansion (DREE) has failed 
to end regional disparities 
and is stalling in signin$ 
agreements for new proj- 
ects in British Columbia nd 
Quebec. 
Don Munro (PC-- 
EsquimaltSaanich) said in 
the Commons that there 
have been complaints of 
slowness and demanded to 
know the reason for such de- 
la~arcel Lessard, minister 
for DREE, denied there 
have been delays. 'He 
pointed out that two 
agreements were recently 
signed with the government 
of British Columbia nd said 
that more are forthcoming. 
In Quebec, negotiations 
continue between the two 
levels of government 
despite the election of the 
Parti Quebec,is last Nov. 
15, Lessard said, 
A few projects had been 
delayed in Quebec but the 
problems were not un- 
common in dealings with all 
provincial admimstrations. 
Lessard tried to assure 
Adrien Lambert (SC-- 
Bellechasse) that recent 
criticisms by the Quebec 
government would not 
prompt the federal 
government to withdraw 
DREE from the province. 
Lessard said the federal 
~overnment will continue to 
eal~ with Quebec in the 






FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CONVENIENT CONNECTIONS TO 
OTHER POINTS IN PORTUGALCONTACT YOUR TRAVEL AGENT 
I 
Taxes not included - Fare bused on group of twenty. 
Consolidation of group by Air Currier - Vancouver to Lisbon Only. 
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